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ABSTRACT 
The primary objective of this work was to develop algorithms for 
directly determining design characteristics for effectively enhancing, 
modifying or adding to existing water distribution systems. This is 
accomplished by modifying the basic hydraulic network equations to explicitly 
determine required design parameters to just meet specified conditions. 
Initially work was completed on directly determining pipeline diameters and 
directly determining pipeline and network resistance characteristics. This 
work was published in technical journals and established the feasibility of 
the approach but did not demonstrate the scope and versitility of the proposed 
approach. In this report a general approach is developed and tested to 
demonstrate the wide range of capabilities possible. Numerous examples are 
presented which illustrate the scope of calculations possible and demonstrate 
the ability of the approach to meet the objectives. 
Descriptors: water distribution, networks, infrastructure, design 
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INTRODUC'l"ION 
"nlere is currently wide!.ptead concem regarding the conditions of our 
hydraulic infrastructure systens. Of principal concem are water distribltion 
piping networks. It is clear that many of our exisitng water distribltion 
systens are going to have to be upgza:led and modified at great expense-if we 
are to continue to provide reliable systens for distriblting water to people 
in url::an and rural areas. These systens are usually canplex networks of 
pipes, pumps, ground level and elevated storage facilities, ground wells and a 
canplement of hydrau.lic ccmponents such as meters and valves including 
pressure regulatin;J valves and checlc valves. Good engineering decisions based 
on sound analysis procedures will be required if the alterations and 
improvements to these systens are to be effective and econanical. In light of 
the great need and apparent camn1 tment to e:q,erld. vast anomts of mney to 
upgza:le and improve these systems it is imperative that sound analysis 
procei12res are available to evaluate options for \JflYLa:ling and m:xilfying water 
distribution systems. CUrrently, prop:sed m:xilfications to water distril:ntion 
systems are gerierally evaluated using the results of a hydrau.lic analysis of 
the modified systen operating under specific conditions. Haolever, it is 
necessary to point out that sanetimes detailed hydrau.lic calculations are not 
carried out with the result that pi:oposed m:xilfications to water distribltion 
systems rriitrf not be effective or ecaxmical and, in fact, mirf not even work. 
The principal justification for this project was based on the 
follao,ing ass: 1e1t of the current situation regarding pipe network design. 
l. There is a need for technology which provides a direct calculation of 
design parameters for \JflYLa:ling water distribltion systems. The current 
analysis prog1ams are constantly being used for this purpose and this 
application requires a trial and evaluation pro:::einre. The engineers are 
constantly seeking more direct and reliable techn;iues for carrying out these 
studies. 
2. Re , -111endations for upgrading or enhancing .water distribution systems are 
often uneconomical am sometimes hydraulically unreliable. CUrrent procedures 
often do not produce good solutions, am engineers due to time restraints or 
l 
limited uooerstan:ilng or appreciation of pipe network hydraulics often do not 
arrive at reliable and econcmical reconmendations. Direct determination of 
system mcdifications which are selected to meet stated specifications will 
greatly reduce the number of unsound recomnendations. 
The primary objective of this work was to develop algorithms for 
directly determining design characteristics for ~ements, mcdifications 
and additions to existing water distribution systems. The design 
characteristics are selected to meet stated pressure and flow requirements. A 
secondary objective NEIS to develop this technology in such a manner that 
canpiter ptugtams can be written which will not only solve the appropriate 
hydraulic equations but will also address various practical aspects associated 
with mcdifications of the physical characteristics of Nater distribution 
systems. This includes the feasibility of the solutions and the ability of 
the ptO).CSed system modifications to meet the pressure and flow specifications 
for a rarige of operating conditions. 
The objectives incl'Uded mcdifying the basic hydraulic relations to 
accwma:late_ the determination of design parameters. A principtl design 
parameter investigated NEIS the diameter of the pipes. Considerable work was 
done on the develo1,:meut of algorithms to determine pipe sizes (diameters) 
required to meet specified conditions. The work included the developnent of 
the basic solution algorithm and a computer ptugtcdll to carry Ollt the required 
calculations. A technical paper on this work was written and accepted for 
publication in the ASCE J'ournal of Hydraulics Division. The paper is 
entitled: "Hydraulic Design Algorithms for Pipe Networks". A copy of an 
abstract of this paper is included. (Appelldix A) 
A second effort was completed concerning the developnent of an 
explicit algorithm for calibrating pipe networks so that computer model 
prediction will match field conditions. This capability is a very important 
prerequisite to developing and utilizing design algorithms for existing Nater 
distril:ntion systems. ~ess the models of the distribution systems are 
ptvperly calibrated the effectiveness of design algorithms for upgtcding and 
enhancing Nater distribution systems is limited. The work on calibration 
algorithms was uooertaken with the initiation of this project and a second 
piblication on this entitled, "Explicit Pipe Network Calibration", has been 
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canpleted and published in the ASCE Journal of Water Resources Planning and 
Management Division {April 1986). A CO'f?/ of the abstract of this paper is 
also attached. 
The technical details concerning these two efforts are documented in 
depth in the technical i;:apers which are rea:iily available and will net be 
repeated in this report. These efforts succeeded in danonstrating the 
feasibility of the proposed approach but were considerably restricted in 
scope. Although not referenced in this report additional reeding is available 
and documented in the LIST of REFERENCES. A princii;:al objective of this 
project was to demonstrate the versitility and wide range of application of 
the approach which include the ·folla-1ing: 
1. - Selection of one or more diameters to meet specified design 
· conditions. 
2. Selection of one or more valve settings or roughness factors to 
meet specified design conditions. ·· 
3. Selection of HGL settings. for reservoirs and tanks to meet 
specified design conditions. · 
4. Select~on of pump operating conditions to meet specified design 
Condi tJ.ons, 
5. canbinations of the aboVe cai;:abilities. 
This report documents the w:irk canpleted to demonstrate the 
feasibility of carrying out the above operations, A general approach was 
developed along with a computer program for carrying out the calculations, A 
large Illllllber of example calculations were carried out testing the algorithm 
for the above situations. It was felt that extensive testing an:! 
documentation of the resu1 ts was required before the algorithms and procedures 
could be utilized in design, and this report concentrates on presenting this 
aspect of the w:irk. 
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RESEARCH PROCEDURES 
INTRODUCTION 
To properly evaluate the modifications necessary for upgrading and 
enhancing existing water distribution systems a comprehensive and precise 
steady state hydraulic analysis of pressures and flows will be required. 
Algorithms that have been developed for making the hydraulic analysis are 
currently being used in the design of the modifications although the specific 
design characteristics (pipe diameter, pump size, storage tank elevation, 
etc.) of the modifications are not solved for directly. Using a trial and 
error approach the specific design characteristics are assumed and evaluated 
by analyzing the performance of the modified distribution system to determine 
its ability to meet desired pressure and· flow requirements. 
It is the purpose of this study to develop an alternate approach to 
hydraulic network modelling by recasting the basic equations so that the 
specific unknown design characteristic may be determined without the trial and 
error analysis. Following is a review of the basic hydraulic equations and 
how those equations are recast into a new set of equations that by routine 
matrix procedures will allow the direct solution of specific design 
characteristics. 
A-PIPE NETWORK GEOMETRY 
A pipe network is comprised of a chain of interconnected pipe sections 
of constant diameter and roughness which may contain pumps, valves and 
fittings such as elbows. The end points of each pipe section are referred to 
as nodes which can be identified as either junction nodes or fixed grade 
nodes. A junction node is a point where two or more pipe sections join and a 
point where flow can enter or exit the network system. A fixed grade node is 
a point where a constant hydraulic grade is maintained such as a connection to 
a reservoir, an elevated or ground level storage tank, or a region where the 
pressure may be deemed constant such as a water main to an adjacent network. 
When all the pipe sections are interconnected at the nodes a system of 
branches and loops are found establishing the pipe network. Where there is a 
closed loop of pipe sections with no additional closed loops within it, the 
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closed loop will be referred to as a primary loop. That is by beginning at 
one junction node and following the path of pipe sections around the inside of 
the primary loop and crossing no other pipe sections the path will end at the 
beginning junction node. If however in following the path of the primary loop 
a pipe section is crossed that does not connect anywhere else to the primary 
loop then the loop would still be a primary loop. This would allow for a 
branch or even a smaller primary loop to be nestled within a larger prilllary 
loop. When the pipe sections, junction nodes, fixed grade nodes, and primary 
loops have all been properly identified, the following relationship holds: 
p • j + l + f - 1 ( 1) 
where 
p = number of pipe sections 
j 2 number of junction nodes 
l • number of primary loops 
f • nU11ber of fixed grade nodes 
It has been shown that this identity is directly related to the basic 
hydraulic equations which describe steady state flow in the pipe networks. 
B-BASIC EQUATIONS 
The basic hydraulic equations describing· a water distribution system 
are nonlinear algebraic equations which are traditionally solved for by a 
trial and error approach. Several techniques have been established for 
solving the set of equations which have been expressed in terms of unknown 
flowrates (loop equations) or unknown hydraulic grades (node equations). A 
general review and _compar!son of these techniques has been provided by Wood 
and Rayes in which it was concluded that the linear method should be employed 
for pipe network analysis and that convergence was assured if reasonable data 
was employed (1). 
In using the linear method, a full set of the basic hydraulic 
equations describing a piping network (p equations) consists of a number of 
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mass continuity equations (j equations), one for each junction node in the 
system, plus a n1111ber of energy conservation equations (l + f - 1 equations), 
one for each energy path in the system. · For each continuity equation the 
conservation of mass requires that the mass flowrate into a junction less the 
mass flowrate out of the junction must equal· the mass flowrate removed from 
the pipe system at the junction commonly referred to as external junction 
demand (Qe). This relationship may be written as: 
(j equations) (2) 
For each energy equation the conservation of energy requires that 
along any path of pipe sections between two nodes (junction nodes or fixed 
grade nodes) the total change in energy grade (6E) minus all energy losses 
along the path (El) plus any pump energy added to the system along the path 
(EP) equals zero. This may be written as: 
6E - I:E + I:E • 0 l p . 
Primary loops (l 
equations where the path is 
(l + f - 1 equations) 
equations) provide a special case 
a closed loop of pipe sections with 
(3) 
for energy 
the starting 
and ending nodes the same therefore there is no total change in the energy 
grade (AE • O) and equation (3) becomes: 
(l equations) ( 4) 
There remains (f-r) energy equations of the form of equation (3). Therefore 
the energy paths between any two fixed grade nodes will provide the remaining 
set of energy equations necessary for hydraulic analysis of the system. When 
describing the path for these energy equations care must be taken to avoid 
paths of pipe sections that are redundant. This may be assured by having all 
energy paths start at a co .. on node (i.e., A-8, A-C, A-D, etc.) or by having 
the ending node of one energy path serve as the starting node for the next 
energy path (i.e., A-B, B-C, C-D, etc.). An energy path described by either 
method will result in no redundancy (1). 
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The relationship between the number of pipes, junction nodes, primary 
loops and fixed grade nodes depicted in equation (1) establishes a basis for a 
complete set of hydraulic equations. The total number of continuity (j) 
equations and energy (l + f - 1) equations constitutes a full set of (p) 
nonlinear algebraic equations which describes steady state flow conditions 
within a system of pipes. 
Although the unknown flowrates in the continuity equations are linear 
relations, no direct solution to the complete set of equations is possible 
since the energy equations are nonlinear algebraic functions of flowrate. A 
simultaneous solution may be obtained however, by linearizing the nonlinear 
energy equations using a !P'adient approximation (Newton-Raphson) technique. 
Since the energy equations can also be expressed as functions of length, 
diameter, roughness, minor loss coefficients, pump head and other parameters, 
the technique makes it feasible to introduce additional unknown parameters 
into the equation set, and by introducing additional continuity or energy 
relations to meet specified conditions, the complete set of equations may be 
solved. For example it is possible to directly solve for the diameter of a 
_pipe to be installed that will provide a specified pressure at a designated 
junction node. 
To now satisfy the conditions of equation (1) a slight modification to 
the equation must be made. There are still (p) equations to solve for (p) 
unknown flowrates but the addition of any unknown parameter (u) will require 
the addition of another equation which may be provided by a known or specified 
flowrate in a 
be provided. 
fixed grade or 
pressure (k). 
as follows: 
pipe expressed in the fora of a continuity equation (c) or may 
as an additional energy equation from the energy path between a 
known energy grade and a junction node of known or specified 
Utilizing these relationships equation (1) may now be expressed 
p + u 2 j + l + f + c + k - 1 (5) 
where: 
p = number of pipe sections 
u = number of unknown pipe section parameters (length, diameter, 
roughness, or minor loss coefficient, pump head, etc.) 
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j = number of junction nodes 
l = number of primary loops 
f = number of fixed grade nodes 
c = number of pipe sections with known flowrate (additional 
continuity equations) 
k = number of junction nodes with known hydraulic grade (additional 
energy equations) 
From the relationship of equation (5) there are (j + c) continuity 
equations of the fora of equation (2) which are linear equations as they 
exist. There remains however (l + f + k - 1) energy equations of the form of 
equation (3) that must be linearized if a solution is to be obtained and to 
linearize this set of energy equations the equations must be separated into 
the known and unknown par1111eters. To make the separation the terms of 
equation (3) must be described as functions of all parameters. 
The enereY loss term of equation (3) consists of the sum of the line 
losses (HLP) plus the minor losses (HLM) for each pipe section so that 
equation (3) may be rewritten as: 
AE - E(8r_p + '1.M) + r~ • 0 (6) 
The line loss terms are functions of flowrate (Q), diameter (D), length (L) 
and a roughness factor that ts dependent on the type of line loss expression 
used. The Darcy-Weisbach, Hazen-Williams and Manning equations contain the 
most common types of line loss expressions used in pipe networks. The Manning 
equation is primarily employed on open channel systems and the Darcy-Weisbach 
equation is usually employed for those pipe networks distributing liquids -
other than water. The' Hazen-Williams equation was primarily developed to be 
used with pipe networks distributing water. Throughout this report the Hazen-
Williams equation will be predominently used to express the line loss terms 
which may be described by the following equation: 
4.73LQn 
HLP • C~m 
8 
(7) 
where C is the Hazen-Williams roughness coefficient and m ~ 4.87 and n s 
1.852. 
The minor loss terms of equation (6) are functions of flowrate, 
di11111eter and a minor loss coefficient (M) that is dependent on the type of 
component used in the pipe section that disturbs the normal flow of water such 
as fittings, valves and meters. The importance of the minor loss term is 
relative compared to the line loss term and is sometimes disregarded due to 
the insignificance of the contribution it makes to the total head loss term. 
If the minor loss term does become significant the term is expressed for each 
pipe section by: 
0.025196Q,:M 
D4 
where Gs 32.17 and n a 3.14159. 
(8) 
While equations (7) and (8) combine to describe the head loss term of 
equation (3) the energy equation also contains a pump energy term. Pumps may 
be included in any pipe section of the distribution system and may be 
described by f-itting a curve (often a second degree polynomial) to a set of 
actual pump operating data or it may be described by a constant useful 
horsepower. For the purpose of this report the pump head term will be 
described by the constant useful horsepower expressed by: 
550HPu 8.8113HPu 
E • s p '(Q Q (9) 
where HPU is the useful horsepower of the pump and'( s 62.42. 
Substituting equations (7), (8) and (9) into equation (6) the energy 
equation becomes: 
4.73LQn 0.025196Q,:M 8.8113HP 1:E - t + r u 0 (10) + = 
c°n• D4 Q 
which contains all system parameters known and unknown. The solution 
procedures 
linearize 
will require the application 
any unknown nonlinear terms. The 
of gradient approximations to 
Newton-Raphson technique uses the 
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principal that the gradient of a function curve is tangent to the function at 
a point of exact solution. The flowrate (Q) and any one.parameter from 
equation (10) may be unknown and an initial value is assumed for each unknown 
that satisfies the equation. Using the Newton-Raphson technique a 
satisfactory solution is obtained by iteratively reducing the error between 
the assumed solution and the exact solution. For example. if the flowrate and 
diameter for a pipe section are unknown, all other known parameter~ and 
constants are combined to form the 
(8) and (9) respectively so that 
function of unknown parameters only 
f(Q,D) a AE a 
constants KP, Km' and Z from equation (7), 
the energy equation may be represented as a 
and a simplified equation (10) becomes: 
(11) 
Assuming an initial value for each unknown that satisf~es the equation (i.e., 
Q = Qi and D = Di) and substituting into the function (11) will provide a 
value for f (Q,D) that is· in error an amount: 
.2! I AQ 
aQ Q=Q . 
l 
+ : I AD 
D•D i 
so that function (11) may be represented by: 
(12) 
(13) 
Substituting the initial assumed values into equation (11) the first term of 
equation (13) may be described as: 
(14) 
and the gradient terms of equation (13) may be represented by: 
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?Jf 
?JQ 
?Jf 
?JD 
= 
= G = Di 
So that equation (13) may be simplified to: 
and after rearranging beco•es :. 
(15) 
( 16) 
(17) 
. ( 18) 
This is a linear form of the energy equation where the known and unknown 
parameters have been separated with the right hand side containing the known 
parameters and constants and the left hand side containing the unknown 
parameters with respective coefficients. When all energy equations for the 
system have been linearized using this gradient approximation procedure and 
all continuity equations are added to the set of equations then an (n x n) 
•atrix can be established and simultaneous solution of n unknowns obtained 
using routine •atrix procedures. The solution however will most likely be in 
some error equal to equation (12) due to the gradient approximation technique 
utilized to linearize these equations. The procedure is then repeated using 
the most current solution values as the new assumed values (i.e., Q 
When the procedure is repeated and the magnitude of equation 
small then the solution can be assumed to be the true solution. 
Qi = 
(12) is 
If a parameter is unknown other than diameter, the same Newton-Raphson · 
technique is applied to equation (10) yielding similar equations to equations 
(14), (15), and (16) resulting in the same linear for• as equation (18) but 
with different vector unknowns. This will allow the solution of any parameter 
in equation (10) as an unknown with the exception of the energy grade 
difference (t&E) which may also be useful as an unknown parameter. For 
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example, the engineer may need to know what elevation or hydraulic grade to 
set a new storage tank that will provide a specified flowrate to a new 
proposed subdivision. By rearranging equation (10) and applying the 
procedures for gradient approximations equation (18) becomes: 
(19) 
This creates another unknown in 4E but the specified flowrate provides another 
equation in the form of a continuity equation. By adding a one to the 
coefficient matrix for the coefficient of 4E, the solution is obtained by 
routine matrix procedures as before. 
Although the solutions obtained utilize gradient approximations, a 
convergency criteria can be specified that requires the accuracy that will 
deem the solution to be correct. Convergence is virtually assured when using 
the linear method and a reasonable initial assumption as illustrated by the 
example calculations. 
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DATA AND RESULTS 
A-TESTING THE ALGORITHM 
In order to demonstrate the feasibility and flexibility of the proposed 
algorithm it was applied to the several example network, that are presented in 
this section and referred to in a subsequent section. These examples provide 
a means to test the technique for direct determination of design enhancements 
and modifications necessary to improve and upgrade typical water distribution 
systems and to illustrate the range of applications possible. 
A hydraulic analysis was made on each of the example systems using the 
most current version of the University of Kentucky pipe network program 
described in the report·, "COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF FLOW IN PIPE NETWORKS INCLUDING 
EXTENDED PERIOD SIMULATION" (KYPIPE). Schematics of the networks are 
presented in 
of the systems. 
this section along with the respective results for the aJJalysis 
This·provides a sound basis for testing the algorithm by 
comparing the results of the original systems to the results of the enhanced 
and modified systems. 
To test the developed algorithm the original systems will be altered so 
that certain modifications will be necessary to return the systems to their 
respective original status. For example, by removing a pipe from the original 
system the system is analyzed using the proposed algorithm to determine the 
diameter of pipe necessary to return the system to the original status. 
Therefore a simple comparison can be made between the results of the original 
system analysis (from KYPIPE) and the results of the modified system analysis 
(from the proposed algorithm). The results in effect should be identical. 
EXAMPLE 1 
This small water distribution system illustrated in FIGURE 1 contains 
7 pipe sections, 2 junction nodes, 6 fixed grade nodes and no primary loops 
(tree system). One fixed grade node represents the connection to a large main 
that maintains a constant pressure of 60 psig. Another fixed grade node 
represents an elevated storage tank while the remaining four fixed grade nodes 
represent points where water is discharged from the distribution system at 
constant pressure. Pipeline characteristics and hydraulic grade values are 
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indicated on the illustration and the constant pressure sources are converted 
to feet of hydraulic head (i.e., 60 psig *144/62.4 + 50 ft. (ground elevation) 
z 188.46 ft.). As shown there are no external junction demands. 
This network was chosen as an example to test the algorittua on the most 
basic (tree) type of water distibution system. The hydraulic analysis was 
executed on the system as it is shown on the illustration in FIGURE 1, and the 
results are presented in FIGURE 2 from using the KYPIPE analysis and in FIGURE 
3 from using the proposed algoritha. Comparing the two sets of results there 
is a very slight error in the flowrates (percent difference of 3.19(10)-5 
which is insignificant. With the favorable results as presented, further 
simulations were executed on example 1 to test the proposed algorithm for 
determining the design enhancements and modifications for which it was 
developed. The analysis for those simulations are discussed in the subsequent 
sections. The results for each of those simulations are compared to the 
results of the analysis presented in FIGURE 3 with the calculated value of 
each design characteristic in effect identical with the original value while 
the flowrates and hydraulic grades for both the modified and original systems 
differing by such a small amount the discrepancies may be considered 
negligible and the two analyses deemed identical. 
EXAMPLE lA 
Referring to the schematic of example 1 illustrated in FIGURE 1, the 
following scenarios are considered for the original system. Suppose the 
roughness of pipe 3 has worsened (i.e., C • 70) to the point that the 
pressures at the downstream fixed grade nodes (4,6, & 7) have decreased 
substantially (5, 10, & 15 psig respectively) and the network has become 
ineffective. To remedy· the problem and return the pressures at FGN's 4, 6 and 
7 to 10, 15 and 30 psig respectively, it is desired to replace pipe 3. The 
proposed algorittua is applied to the system to determine the diameter of a 
pipe, knowing all other pipe characteristics, that will replace pipe 3 and 
provide the necessary original pressures 
flowrates (one for each pipe section) 
downstream. There are 7 unknown 
and one unknown diameter (pipe 3) 
requirinir 8 total equations to analyze the system and obtain a solution. 
There are 2 continuity equations (one for each junction node) and 5 energy 
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equations, one for each path of pipes between the constant pressure source 
(FGN l) and the remaining 5 fixed grade nodes (FGN's 2-6). One more equation 
is necessary which may be provided in the form of a continuity equation (known 
flowrate) or in the form of an energy equation (known hydralic grade at a 
junction node). For this example it is assumed the flowrate into the system 
from the constant pressure source is known to be 608.5461 gpm. The exact 
value for flowrate is used so that the comparisons with the original system in 
FIGURE 3 will not deviate except in the solution of the unknown parameters and 
their effects on the remaining system. 
To make the hydraulic analysis the data file presented in FIGURE 4 
must be created using an initial assumption for the values of the flowrates 
and the unknown parameter (diameter). As illustrated on the simplified 
schematic in FIGURE 5, these values are presented and the assumed direction of 
flow for each pipe indicated. As can be seen from the schematic the initial 
assumed flowrates satisfy the continuity relationship of equation (2). This 
is not a requirement but a recomaendation because the algorithm will converge 
to a solution faster if the initial assumptions are reasonable. With the data 
file created as illustrated, the hydraulic analysis was made and the results 
presented in FIGURE 6. The calculated value of the diameter of pipe 3 is in 
effect identical with the original value. 
EXAMPLE lB 
Using a diameter, length, roughness coefficient, or minor loss 
coefficient as an unknown parameter of one of the 7 pipes, additional examples 
were executed using the same procedures as followed in example lA. The 
additional equations necessary to obtain a solution is provided in the form of 
an energy equation _by assuming the value of the hydraulic grade of junction 
node 1 to be known and equal to the value in the existing system (130.4351). 
As mentioned in example lA the exact original values are used for the known 
hydraulic grade so that any deviation in the comparison of the two systems, 
modified and original, would be due to the effects of any error in the unknown 
parameter. The simplified schematic in FIGURE 8 presents the network as it is 
used to analyze the many simulations with the inital assumptions for flowrate 
values and flow direction for each pipe indicated. FIGURE 7 shows a sample of 
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one of the data files used to make one of the ma~y additional simulations. 
The results of those simulations are compiled into TABLE 1 showing the 
parameter values of the existing system to compare with the same values 
calculated from the modified system. Proa studying the results of the many 
simulations tabulated in TABLE 1 it can be seen that the calculated design 
parameters are essentially identical to the original parameters. 
EXAMPLE lC 
The procedures followed for this example are the same as in example 18 
except the additional energy equation is provided by the known hydraulic grade 
at junction node 2 (97.44293) instead of the hydraulic grade at junction node 
1. The simplified schematic of FIGURE 10 indicates the initial assumptions 
for flowrate values and flow directions used to analyze the many simulations 
as in example 18, while FIGURE 9 presents a sample data file. The results for 
these simulations are tabulated in TABLE 2 displaying the results of the 
calculated design parameters to compare with the original parameters, and 
showing that both sets of system parameters are essentially identical. 
EXAMPLE 10 
There will be some situations for the design engineer where a known 
hydraulic grade will not be readily available as in examples 18 and lC but a 
flowrate for a particular pipe section may be, easily specified such as in 
example 1A. The specific flowrate can provide the additional equation 
necessary to obtain a solution in the form of a continuity equation so that an 
extra energy equation is not required. N1111erous examples were executed using 
a known flowrate expressed as an additional continuity equation and a sample 
of one of the data files is presented in FIGURE 11. The results for the 
calculated design parameters for some of the additional simulations are 
presented in TABLE 3 where each combination of flowrate and unknown design 
parameter represents one simulation (i.e., flowrate pipe 1 known and diameter 
pipe 1 unknown is one simulation while flowrate pipe 1 known and roughness 
pipe 3 unknown is another simulation). 
The results tabulated in TABLE 3 show that the same conclusions can be 
obtained as in the preceding examples, that the design parameters calculated 
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are essentially identical to the original values. Numerous other examples 
were executed that are not tabulated as to the results of the calculated 
design paraaeters, but TABLE 4 contains a listing of the type of design 
paraaeter calculated when a particular flowrate is known. The results of 
these simulations yielded the same, essentially identical results, between the 
aodified and original design parameters. A further study of the flowrates of 
all simulations reveals a conclusion concerning the selection of known 
flowrates when designing for certain parameters. It could be seen from the 
study that the discrepancy would increase when the known flowrate was in a 
pipe far removed from the pipe containing the unknown paraaeter, although the 
discrepancy was still negligible. Therefore, whenever possible, using a known 
flowrate for the pipe containing the unknown design parameter or if not 
available using a flowrate from a pipe that adjoins the pipe containing the 
unknown paraaeter, almost always leads to identical results between the two 
system paraaeters (i.e., from TABLE 3, designing for the length of pipe 4 
would yield less discrepancy using the flowrate of pipe 4 or if not available 
using the flowrate from either of pipes 3, 6, or 7). The significance of this 
conclusion will be further clarified in the subsequent sections concerning 
example 2. 
EXAMPLE lE 
Sometimes all pipe parameters to an existing system are known and any 
aodifications would require no change to the network geoaetry, but may entail 
the addition of a component to the system such as an elevated storage tank, a 
pump or aaybe a pressure regulating valve. To enable the engineer to 
establish the hydraulic head for such facilities it is necessary to determine 
the change in head across a particular pipe section that will provide a 
specified hydraulic grade or flowrate somewhere within the network. This is 
accomplished using the proposed algorithll by incorporating a variable head 
term into the eneritY equation such as the form of equation (19). 
Suppose for this example that the constant pressure source in FIGURE 1 
was guaranteed to maintain a pressure of 60 psig but the network is not 
performing to standards. It is suspected that the source pressure is som~hw~t 
less than guaranteed or that the head loss in pipe 1 is much higher than 
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expected. All pipeline characteristics are known and from customer usage the 
total flow into the network from the source is known to be 608.5461 gpm. By 
creating an equation of the form of equation (19) and using the additional 
continuity equation for the flow into the network, the data file presented in 
FIGURE 12 is created enabling an analysis to determine the change in head 
across pipe 1 and at what hydraulic grade the constant pressure source is 
maintaining. The results of this analysis are presented in FIGURE 13 which 
shows that the hydraulic grade is maintained at 188.46 feet (50 psig) which 
agrees with the original system. 
Suppose again that the elevated storage tank at pipe 5 does not exist 
and the constant pressure source still maintains 50 psig. The flowrate 
through pipe 6 requires 80.55467 gpm. The data file was created, presented in 
FIGURE 14 and the system analyzed to determine at what hydraulic grade to 
build the elevated storage tank that will provde·the specified flow in pipe 6. 
The results are presented in FIGURE 15 showing the hydraulic grade for the 
modified system is identical to the original system. 
Numerous exllllples were executed such as the samples in FIGURE 13 and 
FIGURE 15, with the extra equations required for a solution being provided by 
the known hydraulic grades at Junction node 1 and Junction node 2 and by the 
known flowrates in various pipes throughout the network. TABLE 5 presents a 
list of some of the numerous exllllples simulated showing the known values that 
provide the extra equations and the unknown parameter being solved for. The 
results of the simulations are not tabulated because in every simulation the 
hydraulic grades between the calculated modified system and the original 
system were identical. 
EXAMPLE 2 
This simple looped type water distribution system illustrated in 
FIGURE 16 contains 12 pipe sections, 8 Junction nodes, 2 fixed grade nodes and 
3 primary loops. Both fixed grade nodes represent pressure regulator valves 
that separate this low pressure region from a much larger high pressure region 
by maintaining a pressure not to exceed 50 psig anywhere in the network. The 
pressure setting (50 psig) for the PRVs are converted to feet of hydraulic 
head as in example 1 and displayed on the schematic in FIGURE 16. The 
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pipeline characteristics are indicated on the illustration with external 
Junction demands placed at various Junction nodes throughout the system. The 
arrows shown on the schematic represent the direction used to follow the path 
of pipes around the primary loops, which should be consistent throughout the 
network (i.e., all following a clockwise direction for this example). 
This network tests the algorithm for a slightly more complex system 
than the one used in example 1 and the results of the hydraulic analysis- are 
presented in FIGURE 17 for KYPIPE and FIGURE 18 for the proposed algorithm. 
The comparison of the two sets of results shows a very slight difference in 
the values for the flowrates while the hydraulic grades for the Junction nodes 
show values at 1.17(10)-4 percent difference. Since testing for the algorithm 
for this example results in close agreement, further simulations were executed 
and the analyses discussed in the next section. When analyzing the results of 
these simulations and comparing to the results of the modified system _to the 
results of the original system presented in FIGURE 18 it can been seen that 
each design para11eter is in effect identical and the discrepancies that appear 
between the flowrates and hydraulic grades are so insignificant that the 
analysis from the modified system can be considered to be identical to the 
original system. 
EXAMPLE 2A 
After the proposed algorithll was thoroughly tested on a simple tree 
system as the one in example 1, a more complex but simple loop system was then 
tested. -Example 2 illustrated in the schematic in FIGURE 16 is representative 
of the type of network needed for Just such a testing. Suppose for this 
example that when the external junction demands at junction node 2 were 
increased to 2 cfs due to new customer usage, the pressure dropped to less 
than 30 psig because pipe 2 has a diameter of 2 inches. The proposed 
algorithm is used to analyze the system to determine the diameter of a pipe 
that will replace pipe 2 and provide a desired hydraulic grade of 234.0832 
feet at junction node 2. For analysis this system will require 13 equations 
(12 for unknown flowrates and one for unknown diameter). There are 8 junction 
nodes (continuity equations), 3 primary 
equation for the energy path between 
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loop 
the 
energy equations. one energy 
two fixed grade nodes and the 
additional energy equation required is provided by the energy path between FGN 
1 and the known hydraulic grade at junction node 2. A simplified schematic of 
thi.s network is presented in FIGURE 19 showing the initial assumptions for the 
flowrate values and the assumed direction of flow. Once the data file is 
created such as the one presented in FIGURE 20 the hydraulic analysis was 
executed and the results presented in FIGURE 21 showing the diameter of pipe 2 
is in effect identical to the original system. 
Numerous simulations were executed using the same procedures as used 
above. The additional energy equations were provided by the known hydraulic 
grades at various junction nodes throughout the system and the proposed 
algorithm was used to determine the design parameters of diameter, length and 
roughness coefficient of various pipes within the network. The results of 
so11e of these many simulations are compiled in the several tables provided 
(TABLE 6, TABLE 7, TABLE 8, and TABLE 9). Observing the results of the many 
simulations it can be seen that TABLE 6 and TABLE 8 yielded essentially 
identical results, while TABLE 7 shows a discrepancy in both pipe 4 and pipe 
10. The*** for pipe 10 in TABLE 7 indicates the simulation did not converge 
to a solution. As discussed in Appendix Band mentioned in the discussion of 
Example lD care must be taken in the selection of a known condition when 
designing for a particular parameter. The discrepancies tend to· increasae 
when the design parameter is in a pipe far removed from the set conditions. 
In TABLE 9 the junction node 7 is remote in the system with reference to pipe 
4 and pipe 10, while junction node 5 in TABLE 8 is in close proximity to both 
pipes. Therefore when analyzing a system for a particular design parameter, 
it is advisable to use a known hydraulic grade for a junction node (or 
flowrate for pipe) that adjoins or closest available junction node to the pipe 
that contains the unknown parameter. 
Many more examples were executed using various junction nodes 
throughout the network to provide the known hydraulic grade conditions. The 
results yielded were basically the same as discussed above and a list of the 
type of simulations analyzed are presented in TABLE 14 with some of the 
simulations from the following example 28. 
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EXAMPLE 2B 
Referring to the system used for example 2A, it is assumed that the 
hydraulic grade at Junction node 2 is not known but the daily consumption use 
for the entire network enables the determination of the flowrate into the 
system through pipe 1. The additional equation necessary to obtain a solution 
is therefore provided by a continuity equation derived from the flowrate for 
pipe 1. The simplified schematic of FIGURE 22 is used to create the data file 
presented in FIGURE 23 which is used for the hydraulic analysis to determine 
the diameter of pipe 2. Comparing these results presented in FIGURE 24 to the 
results of the original system presented in FIGURE 18 it can be concluded that 
the differences in the flowrates may be neglected and the two solutions are 
identical. Thus the analytical procedure successfully determined the unknown 
diaaeter. 
Many more examples were carried out using the same procedures as above 
with the extra equation being provided by a known flowrate for various pipes 
throughout the network. The results for these simulations are compiled into 
various tables presented as TABLES 10, 11, 12, 13. A comparison of the 
results of the calculated design parameters to the corresponding parameters 
for the original system shows that in all four tables the systems are in 
effect the same, and as before the flowrates and hydraulic .grades of both 
systems differ by such a small amount the errors may be neglected. This 
demonstrates that the proposed technique is capable of determining a variety 
of design paraaeters. 
Using known flowrate values as above to provide the extra continuity 
equations, numerous other simulations were executed but the results not 
tabulated because of the similarity with the results just discussed. The 
types of simulations executed however are presented in TABLE 14 together with 
the types of simulations not tabulated from example 2A. 
EXAMPLE 2C 
As discussed in example lE there are times when the design engineer 
needs to know the hydraulic grade that will provide a specified flow or 
pressure at a certain point in the network without changing the network 
geometry. The fixed grade nodes for this example represent pressure 
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regulating valves that separate the system from a high pressure region. It is 
assumed the engineer needs to know at what hydraulic grade to set the PRV at 
FGN 2 that will provide a certain maximum pressure at Junction node 8 (HGL • 
234.7605 ft.). The data file presented in FIGURE 26 was created based on the 
simplified schematic in FIGURE 25 and used to analyze the system and create 
the results presented in FIGURE 27. When the results are compared to the 
original system it can be seen the PRV settings for FGN 2 are identical and 
the flowrates and HGL's for the rest of the system are the same neglecting the 
small discrepancies. 
TABLE 15 provides a listing of the many cases of simulations executed 
following the same procedures as above given the known conditions and solving 
for the unknown hydraulic grades. The results are not tabulated because the 
results of the hydraulic grades are the same as the original system and all 
other parameters are the same when the small error is considered 
insignificant. 
EXAMPLE 2D 
Of the numerous examples discussed at this point all have provided 
excellent results by comparison to the original system. Each example analyzed 
the system after the basic equations were modified to solve for one additional 
unknown parameter. For this example the proposed algorithm is used to analyze 
the network for multiple unknown parameters by adding the necessary number of 
continuity and/or energy equations, and adhering to the requirements discussed 
in Appendix B. The data file presented in FIGURE 29 is based on the schematic 
in FIGURE 28 which is to analyze the network to determine the diameter of 
pipes 4, 5, and 9 when the hydraulic grades are specified at junction nodes 3,_ 
4, and 8. The results presented in FIGURE 30 shows the modified system as 
before is essentially identical to the original system. 
Many additional examples were executed analyzing the network for var-
ious multiple unknown parameters while various flowrates and hydraulic grades 
provide the extra continuity and energy equations necessary to obtain a solu-
tion. The results for each simulation yielded, in effect, identical results 
as the original system. Therefore those results are not tabulated but TABLE 
16 provides a compiling of some of the many types of simulations executed. 
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EXAMPLE 2E 
Prior to executing any sort of hydraulic analysis that may be 
considered accurate it is necessary for the design engineer to determine all 
the pipe parameters required to describe the network as it exists. The most 
difficult of these parameters to determine is the coefficient of roughness. 
Currently the engineer assumes values for the roughness coefficient based- on 
the types of material used in the pipe construction and the age of the pipe 
since its installation. By a trial and error process he adjusts the values 
for the roughness to aeet specified flows and pressures throughout the network 
thus calibrating the system for roughness. Using the procedures for 
determining multiple design parameters discussed in example 20 the proposed 
algorithm is used to calibrate the entire network presented in FIGURE 31. For 
this systea there are 12 pipes therefore 12 unknown flowrates and to calibrate 
the entire network there are 12 unknown roughness coefficients for a total of 
24 equations necessary for a solution. There are 8 junction nodes (continuity 
equations), 3 primary loop energy equations, and one energy equation from the 
path between the two fixed grade nodes. Suppose for this example that the 
hydraulic grades at all 8 junction nodes are specified giving 8 additional 
energy equations. As shown in the data file presented in FIGURE 32 the 4 
remaining equations are provided in the form of continuity equations from 
various known flowrates. The results presented in FIGURE 33 are essentially 
identical to the original system and the network is calibrated (roughnesses 
determined) for the specified conditions. 
EXAMPLE 3 
This network example illustrated in FIGURE 34 can be considered as a 
simplified but reasonably typical municipal water distribution system. It has 
17 pipe sections, 12 junction nodes, 2 fixed grade nodes and 4 primary loops. 
One fixed grade node represents an elevated storage tank while the other fixed 
grade node represents the main source of water supply at a ground level 
reservoir which supplies the water network through a pU11ping facility 
simulated as one useful horsepower pump rated as indicated in FIGURE 34. 
Pipeline characteristics and hydraulic grade values are indicated on the 
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illustration and external junction demands are placed on various junction 
nodes throughout the network. 
This example network was selected because it provides a means to test the 
algorithm on a typical complex distribution system. More important however, 
the algorithll can be applied to this system to determine the modifications and 
enhancements necessary to improve and upgrade the existing water distribution 
system. The hydraulic analysis was executed on this system as it is shown on 
the illustration in FIGURE 34 and the results are presented in FIGURE 35 (for 
KYPIPE) and FIGURE 36 (for proposed algorithm). It can be seen when comparing 
the two sets of results that the flowrates except for roundoff are in effect 
identical and the slight differences in the hydraulic grades amounts to a 
-4 percent difference of 3.92(10) . 
EXAMPLE 3A 
The developed algorithm has been thoroughly tested using the previous 
examples which verified that the algorithm was capable of reproducing known 
situations. It was further tested by solving for unknown design parameters 
using the typical water distribution system presented in FIGURE 34. For this 
example the diameter of pipe 14 is assumed to be unknown and will be sized by 
the algorithm to •eet a specified pressure condition required at junction node 
8 (HGL • 360.7257 ft.). The data file of FIGURE 38 was created based on the 
schematic of the network in FIGURE 37 and the results are presented in FIGURE 
39. Comparing the results of the modified systems to the original systems it 
can be seen that the two systems are in effect identical. 
Numerous other examples were executed designing the modified system for 
diameter. length, roughness coefficient and minor loss coefficient for various 
pipes within the network with the additional equation required for the 
solution provided by the hydraulic grades at various junction nodes or 
flowrates ·ror various pipes within the modified system. All simulations 
contained basically the same results as the original system and one such case 
of simulations are presented in TABLE 17. Numerous other cases are tabulated 
in TABLE 18 as to the type of simulation executed. Studying the types of 
simulations it should be noticed that parameters for pipe 17 cannot be 
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determined except when the hydraulic grade at junction node 12 is known. Any 
other simulation would yield a singular matrix as referred to in Appendix B. 
EXAMPLE 38 
All of the simulations discussed in example 3A tested the developed 
algorithm for one unknown parameter for each simulation. As with example 20 
the algorithm for this example is used to test the designing of multiple 
para111eters. The data file in FIGURE 41 is created from the schematic in 
FIGURE 40 which is designing the network for the diameter of pipes 8, 9, and 
10 while using the hydraulic_grades at junction nodes 9 and 10 and the known 
flowrate into the network through the pump in pipe 1. The results presented 
in FIGURE 42 are essentially identical to the results of the original system 
in FIGURE 36. 
Numerous additional examples were executed solving for multiple unknown 
parameters yielding the same basically identical results as in previous 
examples. Therefore a table compiling the results is not presented but TABLE 
19 contains a list of some of the many simulations executed showing the design 
parameters being determined and the known conditions used to make the 
analysis. 
EXAMPLE 3C 
Since the 
parameters in 
algorithm 
a water 
has been tested 
distr.ibution system 
for the solution of 
that is typical of a 
multiple 
municipal 
network, suppose the design engineer wants to calibrate the system for the 
roughness coefficients. To calibrate the system will require 17 unknown 
flowrates and 17 unknown roughness coefficients. From the schematic in FIGURE 
43 there are 12 Junction nodes (continuity equations), 4 primary loops, and 
one energy path between fixed grade nodes. The engineer determines the 
hydraulic grades for all 12 Junction nodes (additional energy equations) 
requiring 5 additional continuity equations to create the data file in FIGURE 
44. The results of the calibration presented in FIGURE 45 shows the roughness 
from the modified system to be effectively identical to the original system. 
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EXAMPLE 30 
While the developed algorithm has been tested for numerous simulations 
there is still one parameter that has not yet been studied. Suppose for this 
example that the pump in pipe 1 is not there or a much smaller pump exists. 
The engineer wishes to enhance the system so that the new external junction 
demands can be met and the elevated storage tank will fill during normal 
demands. From the needs of the system the engineer determines that the 
network requires an inflow to the system through pipe l of 29.6032 cfs. The 
developed algorithm is used to calculate the size of useful horsepower pump 
required to meet the specified flowrate. The data file in FIGURE 47 is 
created from the schematic in FIGURE 46 using the above requirements for 
specified flow. The results are presented in FIGURE 48 and when compared to 
the original system the pumps required for the networks are identical. 
B-APPLYING THE ALGORITHM 
Since the proposed algorithm has been sufficiently tested with the 
examples presented in the previous section, the algorithm can now be applied 
to those same example networks to demonstrate the feasibility and flexibility 
of this approach. A very important consideration is that the developed 
algorithm will be widely used by engineers dealing with the design, operation, 
maintainence and improvement of water distribution systems. Some of the 
following examples will illustrate how some real-time modifications and 
enhancements may be analyzed when applying the algorithm. In all of the 
following examples each simulation was checked for accuracy by comparing the 
results to the network analysis from KYPIPE. 
EXAMPLE 4 
Using the network schematic for example 3 presented in FIGURE 34, the 
following scenario is considered. A new industrial complex is proposed for 
construction at junction node· 6 that will require a constant demand of 3 cfs. 
The construction site is being considered on the stipulation that these 
demands can be provided at a specified pressure on an average daily basis and 
that a fire demand of an additional 3 cfs must be available at a pressure of 
30 psig. There are a number of alternative designs that may be investigated 
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for possible solution, however only two will be simulated. 
design is to install an elevated storage tank at junction node 
One possible 
6 that will 
meet the requirements. For the design of the storage tank it is necessary to 
determine at what elevation or hydraulic grade should the tank be installed. 
The results presented in FIGURE 49 shows that an HGL of 235 feet will satisfy 
the needs of the industrial complex. A second alternative is to install a new 
pipe section (C=150) of 5000 feet ·between junction nodes 1 and 7. The results 
presented in FIGURE 50 shows a nominal diameter of 16 inches will also satisfy 
the design specifications and routine economic analysis would determine which 
alternative would be most economical. 
EXAMPLE 5 
Again using the example network in FIGURE 34 a second senario is 
considered. Suppose the pWlping station is removed from service and the pipe 
section to the storage tank at junction node 3 has a check value that prevents 
flow into the system from the fixed grade. We wish to determine the size of a 
booster pump installed parallel to pipe 1 that would satisfy a minimal system 
demand while repairs are being made to the main pumping system. The results 
shown in FIGURE 51 indicate that the network will require a 220 useful 
horsepower booster pump. 
EXAMPLE 6 
A common practice for engineers today for modifying and enhancing a water 
distribution system is to install pipes parallel to one or more of the 
existing pipes while retaining use of the older pipes. Complete replacement 
of the older pipe may provide a feasible solution but not necessarily more 
economical. Referring again to the system schematic in FIGURE 34 the 
following senario is considered. A new subdivision is being proposed near 
junction nodes 4 and 5 that will require a 50% increase in peak system demands 
at those junctions. The engineer must determine what changes need to be made 
to the existing system that will provide the additional 2 cfs peak demands at 
junction nodes 4 and 5 and still maintain a minimUII pressure which is assumed 
to be 30 psig. Two alternatives to the solution would be to either completely 
replace pipe 5 or install a pipe parallel to pipe 5 keeping pipe 5 in service. 
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The results presented in FIGURE 52 shows that a pipe laid parallel to pipe 5 
requires a diameter of 16.2 (18 nominal) inches to maintain the proposed 
requirements where a diameter of 18.9 (20 nominal) inches is required to 
completely replace pipe 5. Routine economic analysis will determine which 
alternative is best suited for the proposed modifications. 
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FLDWRATE 18 IXPRIISED IN BPN AND PREIBURI IN P818 
A SUNNARY CIP' TtW ORIGINAL DATA FDLLDWI 
PIPIE ND. NODS NOS. LENIITH DIANETER 
1 0 
2 1 
3 1 
4 2 
• 1 
• 2 7 2 
ollKTIDN IU'IHR 
1 
2 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
CfEETI CINCHeSI 
200.0 4,0 
uso.o 2,0 
200.0 4,0 
100,0 2,0 
200.0 2,0 
J00,0 2.0 
80,0 4,0 
....... 
,OD 
,00 
E.IVATION 
... oo 
40.00 
-·· 
HUGI LDII IC 
110.0 .oo 
110.0 2,00 
110.0 .oo 
110.0 11.00 
110.0 ,.oo 
110.0 4.00 
110.0 ~~00 
CDMCCTINI PIPII 
1 2 3 
3 4 • • . 1 
OUTPUT 111.ECTICIN• ALL ltEIU..TI ARE OUTPUT EACH NAIDD 
P' I XID BRADE 
181.4• a,.,:s· 
64,62 
100.00 
;s;s.oa 
89,2:S 
THII BYITEN HAI 7 PIPEI WITH 2 JUNCTIDNB, 0 LODPI AND 6 FSNI 
Tte RESI.LTI Ma OITAINED AFTER :I TRIAL.I WITH AN M:CIJRACY • ,00001 
HYDRAlA..IC ANAL.VIII ualn9 ICYPIN 
EKAMPLE II 
fiEGULAR IINUL.ATIDN 
PIPE ND. NODE ND&. FLDWRATI HEAD LDlil PUl1P HEAD NINDR LOii VELOCITY K./1000 
1 0 1 608,156, ~.o:s ,00 ,00 
2 I 0 ,:s.,2 41,J2 .oo 2.,. 
3 1 2 448.64 32.9, ,00 .oo 
4 2 0 12.1, 20,80 ,00 12,02 
• 1 0 64.30 26,42 .oo 4,02 
• 2 0 80,:56 ,0.1• ,00 4,20 7 2 0 2a:1.,2 :I, 7:J ,OD 2,41 
JUNCTION Nllt'IIIER DEMAND · BAADE LINE ELEVATION PRESSURE 
1 ,00 130,4:J 150,00 34,lr.li 
2 ,00 97,44 4.0.00 24,19 
THE NIT BYBTEn DENAND • ••• 
&Ul1HARV OF INFLDWSl+I AND OUTFLDWSC-) FRDH FIXED BRADE NDD.&:I 
PIPE NUl'l8£R 
1 
2 
4 
• 
• 7 
FLDWRATE 
608,156 
-ts.,2 
-a2.1, 
-,4,30 
-ao.:i, 
-28:i,92 
THE NET FLOW INTO THI IYSTEN fRGN FIXED BRADE NODES• 608,5' 
US,154 
9,76 
11,4:1 
B,39 
6,:17 
8,2:S 
, ... 
THE NET FLOW DUY.Of' THE BYBTEN INTO FIXED GRADE N!]DEI • -608,116 
FIGURE I Reeult• ,, •• KYPIPa tor· IXAMPLI 1 
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27:S, 48 
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EXAtPLI 11 CTRII IYITENt u•lnt PftOPDSID ALGCIRITHfl 
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TA8LI l 
lt1PDSED HVDRAYLIC GAADI: al .JUNCTION NDDli I • l:30.4ZSI 
COE,P'. DP' 
PIPE LENBTH DIMETIR RDUBHNE.88 
NUMBER EXIIT CALC 1.XIBT CALC EXIST CALC 
I 200.0 199.9'1'19 4,0 4.000001 110.0 110.0 
2 ISO.O U50.000'f 2,0 2.000001 110.0 109.9997 
3 200.0 200.0002 4,0 3.999999 110.0 109.9999 
• 100.0 100.0004 2.0 1.999'1'19 110.0 109.9991 0 200.0 200.001 2,0 1.9,,,91 110.0 109.9997 
• :soo.o :soo.oooa 2,0 ••• ,9'1'19 110.0 109.'1998 7 ao.o B0.0006i3 4,0 :S.'19999. 110.0 109.9995 
TABLE 2 
ltlPDSED HYDRAVLIC GRADE at .JlKTIDN NODE Z • 97.44392 
CDEFF. OF 
PIPE l.£NGTH DIMETEA ROUBHNE.SI 
IUIDER EXIST CALC EXIIT CALC 1.XIBT CALC 
I 200.0 200.0002 4,0 :S.999999 110.0 109.9999 
2 1so.o 149.9tt• 2,0 2.000001· 110.0 110.0002 
3 200.0 200.000:s 4,0 :S.999999 110.0 109.9'199 
• 100.0 ,t.99943 2,0 2.000001 110.0 110.0002 
• !200,0 1'19.9982 2,0 2.00000:s 110.0 110.ooos 
• 300.0 299.9995 2,0 2.000001 110.0 110.0001 7 80,0 79,99'189 4,0 4.000001 110.0 110.0001 
TABLI J 
111PDSED FLOWRATE CONDITIDNS Kt,tOWN In VARIDUI PIPEI 
EXISTING SY&TEH YALUEI for UNKNOWN DE&lliN PARN'IETERI 
DIANETER PIPE I • 4.0 
ROUGHNESS PIPE 3 • 110.0 
LENGTH PIPE 4 • 100,0 
NINDA LOIS PIPE 15 • •• O 
UNl<NOWN DESIGN PARANETERI 
COEFF. OF 
NINOft LOii 
EXIST CALC 
0,0 
2,0 2.0001'51 
o.o 
11.0 11.00007 
•• o •• 000191 
4.0 4.000147 
3,0 3.0000SS 
COEFF. OF 
HINDA LOSS 
IXIIT CALC 
0,0 
2.0 1.999'116 
0,0 
11.0 10.99993 
.,.o IS.9'19,315 
4,0 3,9999 
3,0 2,999991 
KNOWN CONDITIDNB tlDDIFIED IV,TEK VAL.I.El <CALCULATEDI 
COEFF, OF COEFF, OF 
Plf'E l<NDWN DIAHETER FiDUGHNE&B LENGTH NINOR LOSS 
MJMEIER FLDWRAT&: PIPE 11 PIPE 13 PIPE•• PIPE l:S 
I .os.:;4,1 ••• llO.O · ,,.,,ass ,.0001,11 2 '1:5. ,2239 4.000001 109.9999 100.0105 ,. 000168 
3 448 •• 288 ••• 110.0 100,002'1 S.99'1931 
• 82,14'142 4,0 110,0 . 100.0 
s.,,,,1 
• 64.29493 4.000002 l09.9997 100.01:ia :i.999886 
• ao.:;:541,7 4.000001 110.0 100.000:s 6.0003 7 28~.'1247 ••• 110.0 100.0001 15.9'199:;B 
TAaLI. 4 
lt1POSED &H<HDWH DESIGN PARANE.TEII 
FLOWAATI ICALCULAtED) 
Fl DI DZ D3 D4 DO D• D7 RI •• Rl R4 RO R. R7 F2 DI D2 D3 04 DO •• 01 RI R2 R3 R4 •• •• R7 
•• 01 D2 03 •• DO D. 07 RI R2 R3 •• RO •• "' •• DI DZ D3 •• •• •• D7 RI •• R3 R4 •• •• R7 .. DI 02 Dl •• DO •• D7 RI R2 Rl R4 RO •• R7 
•• DI 02 o• •• •• •• 01 RI R2 R3 R4 •• R• • • F7 DI 02 .D3 •• DS •• 07 RI R2 R3 R4 •• R• •• 
.. LI L2 LS L4 1 L:S L• L7 -- NZ -- "' 
NO N• 
"' F2 LI L2 L3 L4 LS L• L7 -- N2 -- N4 HO 
"" "' .. LI L2 ... L4 LO .. L7 -- H2 - •• NO •• N7 
•• LI L2 L3 L4 LO L• L7 - "' --
N4 
"" 
N• 
"' •• LI L2 LS L4 LO L• L7 -- N2 -- •• "" •• 
N7 
•• LI L2 LS L4 LO L• L7 -- N2 - •• NO ... "' .. LI, L2 LS L4 LS L6 L7 - "2 - •• NO "' "' 
F • FLDWRATI D • DIN11i:TER II• ROUGHNESS L • LENGTH N • NINOR LOSS 
TABLI 15 
·-
DESIGN IMPOSED DESIGN 
v ..... PARAHETER VALUE PARAtlETER 
CASI I ..... •• HEAD Pl CASE 25 ..... •• HEAD Pl CASI 2 ..... •• HEAD P2 CASE 26 HGI. •• HEAD P2 CASE 3 HOl. •• HEAD P4 CASE 27 HGL. •• HEAD P4 CA&&: • Hlll. •• HEAD PS CASE 21 ..... •• HEAD PS CASI • ..... •1 HEAD P6 CASE 29 HGL •• HEAD P• CASI • Hlll. •• HEAD P7 CASE 30 H6L •2 tfEAD P7 CASE 1 FLOW Pl HEAD Pl CA5£ 31 FLOW Pl HEAD Pl 
CASE • FLOW Pl HEAD P2 CASE 32 FLOW P2 HEAD P2 CASE • FLOW· Pl HEAD P4 CASE 33 FLOW P4 HEAD P4 CABE 10 FLOW Pl HEAD P:S CASE 34 FLOW PS HEAD fS 
CASE II FLOW Pl HEAD P• CASE 35 FLOW Plf HEAD P• 
CASI 12 FLOW Pl HEAD P7 CASE 31f FLOW P7 HEAD P7 
CASE 13 FLOW P2 HEAD Pl CASE 37 FLOW Pl HEAD Pl 
CABE 14 FLOW P2 HEAD P2 CASE :SB FLOW P2 HEAD f2 
CASE IS FLOW P2 HEAD P4 CASE 39 FLOW P4 HEAD P4 
CASE 16 FLOW P2 HEAD PS CASE 40 FLOW PS HEAD F'S 
CASE 17 FLOW PZ HEAD P6 CA5£ 41 FLOW P• H£AD P6 
CASE II FLOW P2 HEAD P7 CA&&: 42 FLOW P7 HEAD P7 
CASli 19 FLOW P3 HEAD Pl CASE 4:S FLOW Pl HEAD Pl 
CASE 20 FLOW P3 HEAD P2 CASE 44 FLOW P2 HEAD P2 
CAB& 21 FLOW P:S HEAD P4 CASE 4~ FLOW P4 HEAD p4· 
CABE 22 FLOW P3 HEAD PS CASE 46i FLOW f'~ HEAD PS 
CASE 23 FLOW P;s HEAD P6 CASE 47 FLOW P• HEAD P6 
CABE 24 FLOW P3 HEAD P7 CASE 41 FLOW P7 HEAD P7 
... 
6 
Junction 4 
(@) NUMBERING SCHEME 
C•IZO Callplpo) 
ZCFS 
. 600' 10• I CFS 
·400• 10• 
<w;>',..-..:~~-f;~~5a~;....;.;;--,I/.:® 
• • • ·2 2 CD 
b b b 0 0 0 CD CD CD 
45o' 10• ZCFS ® ® 550•9• 
• 2 • CD 
b b ., 0 .. .. 
1000' 10• 
ICFS 
® Distribution system schematic for EXAMPLE 2 
Junction 5 regulator p•50pslg FIGURE 16 
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0, 
GUTrt.lT IIELECTIONs AU. REIULTI AR& OUTPUT IACH PERIOD 
THII IVITElt HAS l2 PINI WITH I .JLICTICINI , :S LDDPI AND 2 FCINI 
Tte REII.LTI ARI DITAINID AFTER 4 TIIIALI WITH AN ACCUMCV • .0017:S 
HYDRAULIC ANAL.VIII ualn1 KVPI..S 
IXAtwLI 12 
REGULAR IINLLATICIN 
PIPli. ND. NDDI NOS. FLDWRATI tEAD. LDII PUtl" HEAD HINDft LDII UELDCITY tl./1000 
I 0 I 4.:z, :s,. l:S ... . .. 7.17 24.09 
2 I 2 :s.oa s.20 ... . .. :1.,4 12.,9 
• 2 • ••• ·" 
... . .. 1., .. l. :Sl 
• • • . .. ,06 ... . .. . .. • •• 
• • • ... •• 44 . .. ... l.Bl 2.0:1 
• 7 I 1.6':I 4.0l ... .oo 
2.,, 4.01 
7 7 • l.OB 1.:s, ... ••• 1.97 1. B:'i 
• • • 2.2, :s. :s, ... ... 4.20 7.IS:S 
• • • • •• .., .oo ... l.:s, 1.22 10 2 • .IB .o. .oo ... .34 .01 II I • 1.22 1,16 .oo ... 2.2:s 2.:s:s 12 0 1 :s. 71 2,.,0 .oo ... 6.80 111.1:s 
.JUNCTION NU"IBE.R ........ BAADE LI .. iLEVATION PRESSURE 
I ... 239.2:5 1:1:s.oo :U.!5l 
2 2.00 234.0:I 1:so.00 · :S6. 42 
• 1.00 233.:Zb 1150.00 :s,.oa 
• 1.00 :Z33. :s:s 14:1.00 :Sl.:Z7 
• 2.00 234.00 l:'i0.00 36.40 
• .oo 237.39 l:'i0.00 :S7.87 7 1.00 238.78 145.00 40.64 
• 1.00 234.76 140.00 · 41.06 
THE.NET IYl?EN DEHAND • ,..oo 
ILll1t1ARY OF INFLDWIC+) AND DUTFLl}WSC-) FRON FIXED GRADE NJDEI 
PIPE tU1BER l'LDWRATE 
I 4.z, 
12 :s. 71 
THE NIT FLOW INTO THI BYITiN FRON FIXED GAADli NDDEI • .... 
TH& NET FLOW GUT Of' THI IVBTE" INTO FIXED IIRADE NODEI • ... 
PICIURE 17 R•,ulta ,, •• KYPIPa tor 'IXAIIPLI I 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EXAHPLI 12 CLOCIP l~ITEHI uatn9 PftOF'OSED ALGDR11ll1 
FLOWRATEI • HBL• 1JNKNOwN 
SOLVING FOR IYSTEN TO COf'IPARE TO EXISTING 8YSTEN 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TRIAL ND0 
FLDWRATI 
RELATIYI 
CtiAHGE 
.1477507 
AVERAGE 
CHAN<ll£ 
,24:Si.448 
TRIM. NO. 2 
FLDWRATE 2.1:s:s:1,41-02 :s. 48464:JE-02 
TRIAL ND. :S 
FLDWAATE 
TRIAL NO. 4 
FLDWRATI 
l. t4070::sE-O:S 
:Z.244.6111:IE-0:1 
:S.llli7314E-03 
:S. 66662E-05 
PIPE NUN8ER FLDWRATI DIAMETER ROUBHNE&B NINDR LOBB 
l 4.291145 
2 :S.077t5l 
:s .a,s1333 
4 .104a,,1 
I .6253984 
Iii l.625391 
7 I.OB:S:456 
I 2.296651 
9 .4794,a:s 
10 ·.1828174 
ll l.2131rr.i 
12 :S.7080~5 
10 120 0 
10 120 0 
10 120 0 
a 120 0 
• 120 0 
-10 120 0 
10 120 • 10 120 0 
a 120 0 
10 120 0 
10 120 0 
10 120 0 
NODI NLl'IBER BRADi 
l 2:Sll.285 
2 234,0B:SZ 
:S 233.291 
4 2JJ. :SS , 
5 234.0275 
6 237.42,, 
7 2:SB. 7464 
I 234. 7605 
L.£N8TH 
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PIGURI 11 
EXAtlPLE 12 CLDDP IV8TENI 
FLOWS UNKNOWN Ii HGt. NODE IJ. 14. II KHCMil 
IOLYINri FDR DJANETER PIPE& 14. 15. 19 
12,a,1,1 
1:soo,10,12010,0,4,0 
400,10,120,0,0,s,o 
600,10,120,0,0,.S,O 
aoo,-1,120,0,0,.:s,1,,,12 
100,-1.120.0,0,.:s,1,,,12 
1000,10,120,0,0,1.:s,o 
100,10,120,0,0,1.s,o 
4~0,10 1 120,0,0.2.s,o 
s~o.-a,120,0,0,1,1,•,12 
100,10,120,0,0 •• s.o 
aoo,10,120,0,0,1,0 
14~,10,120,0.0,4,0 
:7:S.38,S 1 31 23~.291 1 ~,233,35,8 1 234.76G:I 
0,3,-1,2,11,l,1 
2,3,-2,l, IO, l,2 
l,2,-S,-4,1,3 
l,3,4,-:S,-9,1,-4 
2,s,-a.,,-10,1,-, 
o,s,-1,1,-11,1,-8 
1,3,6,7,-12,1,-7 
1,2.s,-6,l,6 
0 1 4 1 2,-8,IO,-ll 
0,4,3,-4,-9,-10 
o,:s,-:s,-,,1,a,, 
10,4,1,11,-7,-12 
42.089,3,1,2,3 
42.03,4,1,2,s,-4 
40.,1tr.1,:s1 1,2,s,-41 -1 
FlCIUIII II 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EXANPLE 12 CLOOP BVITE"I 
FLOWS UNKNOWN .. HBL NODE es. 14. 18 KNOWN 
SOLVING FDR DIAtlETER PIPEB 14 •IS .. 19 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TRIAL ND • 
PLOWAATI 
RELATIVE 
CHANGE 
,2123093 
AVERAGE 
CHANGE 
.3427896 
TRIAL ND. 2 
fLDWRATI 4,l:S7699E•02 4,746186E-02 
TRIM. NO. J 
FLDWAATE 
TRIAL NO. 4 
FLDWRATE 
DIAN£TER 
2.463009E-03 
1.0:52618E-o, 
8.6:li6277E-05 
4,34.IOlli-03 
l,3142141i-O:S. 
l,442D29E·O:li 
PIPI: NUNIER JI\.DWRATI DIANETER ROOGHNEBS NJNDR LDSB 
I 4.29114• 
2 :S,077911 
S .8951045 
4 .10489:S:S 
5 ,6253911 
6 1,625391 
7 1.083463 
I 2.296658 
9 ,4795044 
10 ,1828468 
•• 10213194 
12 3.708854 
NOD~ NI.NER 
l 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 7 
• 
lO 
lO 
lO 
8.00lb92 
7.999924 
lO 
lO 
lO 
8,00031 
•• 
•• lO 
BRADE 
239,28:5 
234.0832 
233.291 
233.3:5 
234,027:S 
237.4299 
2JB.74b4 
234.7b0:S 
FIGURB 10 
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TAil.it • 
INPOSED HVDAAVLIC GRADE at JIMCTIDN NODE I• n•.2111 
PIPE LENIJTH DIANETIR 
NUl1BER EXISTINIJ CALCLA..ATIID EXIBTINII CALCULATED 
I usoo.o 1aoo.o 10.0 10.0 
2 400.0 39 •• t'i'BS 10.0 10.00001 
3 ,oo.o :199.9476 10.0 10.0001• 
• aoo.o 800.7678 a.o 1.,,1,,-2 
• 100.0 100.01~• a.o 7.tt'l•H,4 
• 1000,0 1000.008 10.0 9.999984 7 700.0 700,00SI 10.0 ,.,,,'l86 
• "~.o 4:i0.006 10.0 
,.,,,,1:s 
• :i:S0,0 :149.9319 a.o •• 00020:s 10 800.0 7'f9,15702 10.0 10,001 I 
.. 800.0 799.99SZ 10.0 10.0 
12 14::10.0 14:SO,O 10.0 10.0 
TABLE 7 
ll'IPD&ED HYDRAYLIC GRADE at JLNCTIDN NODE: 4 • 23:S,~ 
..... LENGTH DIANETER 
NUtlBER EXJ&TINO CALClLATED EXISTING CALCULATED 
I ·~-0 l499,9911f 10.0 10.0 
2 400.0 399,999 10.0 10.0 
3 600.0 :S'f9, 'lilt 10,0 10.0000, 
• 100.0 800,3206 a.o 7,999342 
• 100.0 69'f,9B:S4 s.o 8.000034 
• 1000.0 t9,.'ilt27 10.0 10.00002 7 700.0 6,'f9,988:S 10.0 10.0000:s 
• 4~.o 44'11.9'i6,7 10.0 10.0000:z 
• :s50.0 S49,981:S a.o a.oooos, 10 800,0 •••••••• 10.0 ••••••••• II 800,0 799,,604 10.0 10.0001 
12 14:SO,O · 1449,9'11' 10.0 10.0 
TAILI I 
1!'1108ED HYDRAYLIC 8RADa at JUNCTION NODE I• 234.0271 
CDEFP. OP' COUP. OF 
ROUCIHNEBI PIPI UHIITH DIANETER RDIJBHNEBB 
lllllTIHII CALCI.I.ATED IU1IER IXIITINa CIILCILATD &118TIN8 CALCULATED IIUITINB CALClLATED 
120 .. 0 120.0 • 11500.0 1500.0 ao.o 10.0 ,20.0 120.0 120.0 120.0002 2 400.0 ,,,.,,,, 10.0 ao.o 120.0 120r0 
120.0 l20.00G7 3 ,oo.o 600.0223 10.0 ti9"92S 120.0 .. , ... ,,. 
120.0 •• ,.,1,2 • aoo.o 799.6021 a.o a.oooe11 120.0 120.0322 120.0 ,,,.,,a, • 700.0 700.0004 8.0 7.999999 120,0 120.0 120.0 119,9'l9S • 1000,0 1000.0 10.0 10.0 120.0 120,0 l20.0 11,.,,,:s 7 700.0 699.9988 10,0 10,0 120.0 120.0001 
120.0 119,9991 • 450,0 449.9996 10.0 10,0 120.0 120.0001 120.0 120,008 • s:so.o :S:S0,0006 a.o 7,999998 120.0 a1, .• ,,,, 120.0 120.0348 10 soo.o 799,9877 10.0 10,00003 120.0 120.001 
120.0 120.0004 .. aoo.o 1,,.,,:s, 10.0 10.00001 120,0 120,0004 
120.0 . 120.0 12 14:S0,0 14:IO,O 10.0 10.0 120.0 120.0 
TABLE 9 
ltFDSED HYDRAYLIC GRADIE at .IUNCTIQN"NDDE 7 • 238,7464 
CDEFF, Dfl' CQE:FF, OF 
........... PIPE LENBTH DIAf'1ETER ROUGHNESS 
EXIBTINIJ CALCULATED Nl..l1BER EXISTING CALW...ATED 1x1s:r1NG CALClL.ATED EICISTING CALCULATED 
120.0 120,0 • 1:soo.o 149'f,997 10.0 10.0 
120.0 120.0001 
120.0 120.0002 2 400,0 399,98157 ao.o 10,00007 120.0 120,0023 
120,0 120.001, 3 600.0 :Sff,6082 10.0 10,00134 120.0 120.0423 
120.0 119, 'f74 • 800,0 807,7174 a.o 7,984206 120.0 
119.378 
120.0 120,0013 $ 700.0 700,1:169 s.o 7,'99631 120.0 llf,'118:15 
120.0 120.ooos • 1000.0 1000,079 
,o.o 9,'il'f9838 120,0 119.994:I 
120.0 120.0011 7 100.0 700.047;1 10.0 ,.,,,a:s, l:ZO,O ll'f,'ft:15 
120.0 120,0005 a 4S0,0 4:10,0:597 10.0 9.'f,9727 120,0 11,.t914 
120.0 120.0022 • :sso.o 549.2781 e.o 1,0019:$5 l20,0 
120.0771 
120.0 •••••••• 10 800,0 795.43,t 10.0 
10,01174 120.0 120,370'f 
120.0 120.0032 II 800.0 79'11,91511 10.0 10.0001:s 120.0 120,004' 
120.0 120.0 12 1450.0 1449.,,1 10.0 10.0 120.0 120.0001 
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TAIL.I 14 TAILI a, 
DESIGNING P'Qft NUL.Tlft.1 IJNKNDlrl'4 l'MANETERI 
lt1POIED CONDITION lN(NDWN DEIION'l'ARAtll:TEft 
CCALCUL.ATED) INPOSED CDNDITIQHI of YARIOUI FLOWRATEI •nd/or HIK.
1 a 
D • DIANE.TEA. fl • FdlUGtN.88 L • LENIITH 
..... •• • 234.0832 DI D2 D3 .. ... D• D7 .. .. DlO DII Dl2 .J • .JUNCTION NODK NUN8£11 far INPDSED HVDRMLIC IIRADE RI R2 •• •• 
.,. .. R7 RI R9 RIO RII Rl2 F • PIPE N..IH&ER far lhPOSED FLDWRATI 
LI L2 L> L4 L5 u L7 LI Lt LIO Lii Ll2 
..... •• • 2J:S.291 DI D2 D> .. D5 .. D7 DI .. DlO DII D12 LN««lWN DESIGN l'ARANITEft INPOBED CONDITION 
•• R2 •• •• •• •• "' 
RI •• RIO RII ... Ll L2 L> L4 L5 L. L7 LI Lt LIO Lii L12 .... 1 DI D2 D> JI J2 •• .... 2 •• R2 •• JI .. •• ..... •• • 237.42'9 DI DZ D3 D4 D5 .. D7 DI D9 DIO DII DIZ CASI • LI L2 LJ •1 •• •• RI R2 •• •• •• R' R7 •• R9 RIO RII ••• CASI • LI •• D> •• • • .. LI L2 Ll L4 LO L• L7 LI L9 LIO Lii LIZ CASI • R2 Rl RIO •• •• • • .... 
' 
DZ DJ DIO •• JS Fl ..... ., • 2Jl.74'4 DI D2 •• D4 D5 D, D7 DI D9 DIO DII 012 CASI 7 L2 L3 LIO •• Fl F12 RI R2 •• •• R5 R, R7 •• R• RIO RII Rl2 CASI • 02 L3 RIO .. ,. ,ao LI L2 LS L4 L5 L• · L7 LI Lt LIO Lii Ll2 .... • RZ •• RIO •• •• ... CASE 10 •• R> RIO •• •2 •• ..... JI • 234. 760:1 DI DZ DJ D4 DS •• 07 .. .. DIO DII Dl2 CABE II •• RJ RIO •• •• •• RI •• •• •• •• R• R7 •• Rt RIO RII Rl2 g ... 12 RZ RJ RIO •• J2 .,LI LZ LS L4 LS L, L7 LI Lt LIO Lii LIZ ABE 13 R2 RS .,o JI J2 JI 
CASE 14 RZ RS RIO Jl JZ Fl 
FLOW 1'2 • :S.0779:51 DI •• DS •• •• •• D7 DI .. DIO DII Dl2 CASE 1:5 R2 RS RIO JI J2 F2 
•• •• RS •• R• R• R7 RI •• RIO All ••• CASE 141 R2 RS RIO •• J2 FS LI L2 LS L4 L• u L7 LI Lt LIO Lii Ll2 CASI 17 •• •• RIO JI J2 F4 CASE 18 R2 •• RIO JI J2 .. FLOW l'J • 0.89:Sl3J3 DI •• D3 •• ... •• 07 •• •• DIO DII DIZ CAS&: 19 RZ ••• RIO •• J2 .. .,,. •• •• •• •• RS •• R7 01 Rt RIO RII RIZ CAS&: 20 •• •• RIO •• JZ 'f7 w LI L2 L3 L4 L• L• L7 LI L9 LIO Lii LIZ CASI 21 •• •• RIO •• J2 .. CASE 22 R2 •• RIO JI J2 .. FLOW P4 • 0.1048447 DI 02 •• •• ... D, 07 .. Dt DIO DII ... CABE 23 •• RJ RIO JI •• FIO RI R2 •• •• R:I. R6 R7 .. R9 RIO RII 012 CASI! 24 R2 •• RIO JI JZ Fii Lt L2 L3 L4 LS L• L7 LI L9 L;IO Lii Ll2 CASE 2:1 R2 R> R.O JI •• Fl2 CASE 2, RS RI R9 •• •• J• FLOW P4 • a.,:~:s,a DI •• D3 •• •• •• D7 .. Dt DIO Dll 012 CABE 27 D• DI •• .. •• • • RI R2 R> R4 RS .. R7 RI •• RIO RII Rl2 CASE 28 L• •• R9 
,. FIO Fl2 
LI L2 L> L4 LS L• L7 LI Lt LIO Lii LIZ CASE 29 RS •• R7 •• 
., JI 
CASE 30 D• •• 07 JI 
., Fl 
FLOW P7 • I.Ol34S6 DI 02 DJ •• ... .. 07 .. •• DIO Dll ... CAS&: 31 · LS R• D7 •• Fl •• RI •• R> R4 RO •• R7 RI R9 RIO RII ••• CASE 32 •• •• • • •• .. JS LI L2 L> L4 LS u L7 LI Lt LIO Lil Ll2 CASE 3:S •• •• •• J2 •• •• CASE 34 •• •• • • J2 Jl J• FLOW PB • 2.2,,,:11 DI D2 •• •• •• .. 01 DI .. DIO DII ... CABE 35 •• •• •• •• • • • • 
•• •• •• • • •• •• R7 •• •• RIO ... Rl2 CAS£ 36, •• • • •• Jl Fl F4 LI L2 L> L4 LO L• L7 LI L9 LIO Lii Ll2 CABE :S7 •• •• •• •• •• •• CASE 38 •• RS •• •• •• •• FLOW Pt • 0.4794683 DI 02 D3 •• .. •• 07 DO .. DIO DII 012 CASE :S9 •• • • M .. •• •• 
•• •• • • •• RS •• "' 
RI •• RIO All ••• CASE 40 •• •• •• J4 JS .. LI L2 L3 L4 L• L• L7 LI Lt LIO Lii Ll2 CASE 41 •• OS •• •• Fl F9 CASE 42 •• RS •• •• F4 F9 FLOW PII • 1.213195 DI 02 •• •• •• •• 07 •• •• DIO DII 012 CASE 43 LI L9 LIO .... JO •• 
•• •• •• •• RS •• R7 RI R9 RIO All Rl2 CAS&: 44 LI L9 LIO J• J2 J• LI L2 L> L4 LS u L7 LI L9 LIO Lii Ll2 CASE 45 LI L9 LIO JS •• Fl CASE 4& LI L• LIO •• Fl FIO FLOW Pl2 • 3.7088~~ DI 02 DJ •• •• •• 07 DI .. 010 DII 012 CASE 47 LB L9 LIO JO Fl FIO RI •• •• •• •• •• "' 
.. •• RIO RII Rl2 CASS: 48 02 •• LIO •• •• • • LI L2 Ll 1.4 L• L• L7 LI L9 LIO Lii L12 CASE 49 L4 DIO All •• •• J. CASE DO •• ••• •• Fl2 P • PIPE J • JUNCTION NODE D • D:AtlETER fl • ftQUDtNEll8 L • LENGTH 
NUMIIRING SCHBMI 
OC.f.S. 
N.P. •1950 
-~ 
!! 
• 
lcf• ~ 
... 
z c.,:1. 2000_ ® 
zc.,:s. 
Distribution system, schematic for EXAMPLE 3 
FIGURE 34 
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,aaURI 17 
EXANPLE l:S CPUtlP BYBTENt 
FLDWRATES LN<NDWN Ii HGL J-NDDE 18 KNOWN 
DESIGNING FDR DIAl1ETER PlfE 114 
17,12,1,1 
I0000.24.110,10,19:iO,:SO,O 
'5000, 18, .110, o. o, 1:..0 
~000,1,,110,0,0.:.,0 
1000,,,110,:.,0,:s,o 
:.:.00,14,110,0,0,2,0 
:s:.00.12,110.0,0,:s,o 
:.:.00,14,110,0,0.7,0 
4:;00,12,110,0.0,1,0 
251)0,6, J 10,0, o,, .o 
:s:;o,,, 12, 110,0,0,3,0 
2200,11:1,110,0,0,10,o 
6:i00,18,110,0,0,ll:li,O 
:i(•OO, I 4, 110, 0, O, :i, 0 
s:.po,-12,,10.~.o,2,,,•,11 
3000,14,110,0,0,2,o 
4000,12,ll0,0,0,1,0 
4000,16,110,0,0,2,0 
SO,l,1,360.72:';7 
0 
o,:s,-1,2,12,1.1 
l:li,:S,-21 3, 1:S, l,Z 
o.3,-3,4.S.l.3 
4,:s,-a,-,.1,.1,1 
4,2,,,-1,1,-, 
3,2,-1a,-1,,2,,,,, 
1,:s,-1:s,-14,11,1,-15 
o,4, 1,a,-11, 14, l, -14 
2,2,-a,-•,•·• 
2,2,,,-10,1,-9 
0,4,I0,11,-12,17,1,-10 
2, 1,-17, 1, 17 
o,1,2,13 1 -14,-11,-12 
o,1,:s,:.,1,,-11:1,-11 
0,1:1,14,11,-1,,-,.-1 
O, 4, l 1,81 -91-10 
l:50,4,-4,-:S,-2,-l 
424,3441,1 1 -I 
324.4&92.2,-1.-2 
2,a.412,,1,-1,-2,-1 
277.1041,4,-l,-2,-3,-l:li 
277.8434,5 1-l,-2,-3,-1,, 
277.0908,4,-l,-2,-13,-ll 
2e:..:soo3,J,-1,-2,-13 
:SI0.7217,3,-1,-12,-11 
304.0411,4,-1,-12,-11,-a 
:s2:s.4:.91,1,-1,-12,-,o 
:S41.411S,2,-l,-l2 
338.6~:s.:s,-1,-12,-17 
,aCIURI 88 
............................................ 
EXANPLI l:S CPl.a'P IYITEN) 
FLOWRATES LN<NDlolt. HGL J-NDDE •11<NDN11 
DESIGNING FOR DIAHETER PIPE ll4 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TRIAL ND. 
RELATIYI: AVERAGE Ctw<OI ._... FLDWRATE • uu:s,1a 
.9184029 
TRIAL NO. 2 
F~TI •• ,11122-02 
.:S7325~ 
TRIAL HD • • FLOWRATI 7.044S.61:-0:S 4.~2171-02 
TRIAL HD. 4 
FLDWRATB 2.:S74BIIE-04 l.4:S2772E-03 DIANETER 4.7:17476£-o• 2.7111t73BE-07 
PIPE NlJNBER FLDWRATE DIAtlliTU ........... NINOR LD8B 
I 2,.,o:s2 24 110 10 2 ••• ,04 II 110 0 
• 6.l6J004 .. 110 0 4 2.,0:s,,1 
• 110 • • :s.:;s9ao, 14 110 0 
• .4926322 .. 110 0 7 4.4,2,:s2 14 110 0 
• l.4122(14 .. 110 0 
• .:.177938 • 110 0 10 2.:;97794 12 110 0 II l.!511408 10 110 0 12 1:s.0,,2 II 110 0 .. 5.340992 14 110 0 14 2.60657 ... ,,,,. 110 0 .. 2.947542 14 110 0 10 l:li.243796E-02 .. 110 0 17 
NODE Nl#tlER 
I 
2 
• : 
• 7 
• 
• 10 
II 
12 
• 1• 
GRADE 
474.3441 
376.4192 
348.4726 
327.104 
327.8433 
327.0907 
J;JS.3081 
:S60.72:S7 
3:54.0419 
371.4:itl 
:S91.41B:S 
:s&B.6303 
PICIUR& It 
110 0 
LENBTH 
10000 
.... 
.... 
.1000 
0000 
3500 
:0500 
4:.oo 
.... 
3500 
2200 
6500 
.... 
5:iOO 
JOOO 
4000 
4000 
""" 
..... 
.. ~ 
............................ 
-\ ~ 
-··-·~-·-· 
PIGURI •o 
ilANPLE •S lruttP BYBTENI 
FLOW~ATE ~NOWN PIPE II. HIL ~-NDDEl.19. 110 KNOWN 
DEBIGNINB FOR DJANETER PIPE II' 19 • 110 
17.12,l,l 
l(l(I00,:4,110,10,1950,30,0 
sooo,1a,110,o,o,1s,o 
~000,1,.110,0,0,5,0 
lv00,6,110,5,0,J,O 
ssoo.ac,110,0,0,2,0 
J~oo.12,110,0,0,3,0 
ssoo,ac,110,0,0 1 1,0 
4soo,1:,110,o,o,1,o 
:soo,-,,110 1 0,0,1,1,2,10 
3soo,-12,110,o,o,3,1,,,1a 
:200,-1s,110,o,o,10,1,,,1a 
,~oo,1a,110,o,o,1s,o 
S000,14 1 110 1 0 1 0,5,0 
ssoo,1~,110,0,0,2,0 
3000,14,110,0,0,2,0 
4000,12,ll0,0,0,1,0 
4000,16,110,0,0,2,0 
:o,2,,,::4.04ta,10,375,cs91 
I 
0,3,-1,:,12,1,1 
5,3,-2,3,13,l,2 
0,3,-3,4,S,1,3 
4,3,-5,-6,16,1,S 
4,2,,.-1~1.-, 
:s,2,-1s,-1,,2,,,1, 
5,3,-13,-14,IS,l,-IS 
0,4,7,1,-11,14,1,-14 
2,2,-a,-,,1,a · 
2,2,,,-10,1,-, 
o,•,•0,11,-12,11,1,-10 
2,1,-1,.1,11 
2,.,032,1,-1,0 
o,s,2,1:s,-1•,-11,-12 
O,S,3,5,16,-l51 -13 
0,5,14,15,-16,-6,-7 
o,4,11,a,-,,-10 
lS0,4,-4 1-3,-2,-1 
304.0418,4,-1,-12,-ll,-8 
325,4:5q1.:s,-1,-12,-10 
·,,auR1 •1 
•••••i•···································· 
EXANPL& l:S IN.HI' IYBTEIII 
FLDWRATE KNOWN ,1PE ll. HliL J-NDPEI 19 • 110 KNOWN 
DEBIBNINB FDA DIAtl&:TER PIPK II. 19 Ii e&O 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TRIAL ND • 
FLOWRATI 
TRIAL ND. 2 
FLDWAATI 
RELATIVE 
CHANGE 
,2004608 
,1117001 
AVERAGE 
-
1,220067 
,717687 
TRIAL NO. S 
FLOWRATI ,0219274 ,1322924 
TRIM. HO. 4 
FLOWRATI 3,7470521.03 2,2606721-02 
TRIAL ND. G 
PLDWRATE 
.DIANETER 
l,0775111-01 
1,130329:-0 
·-~8411-04 
2,960797E-06 
PIPIE NU'IBiR FLDWRATI DIANETER ............ NJNQft LOIS 
l 29.6032 
2 l6.:I0397 
3 6, 162993 
4 2,603201 
I 3,539792 
6 ,4ti6316 
7 4,492631 
I l,412287 
9 .~877129 
10 2.~7713 
II 8.!Ul52 
12 13,09923 
13 S.340974 
14 2,606602 
10 2,947176 
16 S.2423781-02 
17 2 . 
NDDi NUN&ER 
I 
2 
• 4 
• 
• 7 
• 
• 10 
II 
12 
24 110 10 
•• 110 0 
•• 110 0 
' 
110 • .. 110 0 
12 JIO 0 
.. 110 0 
12 110 0 
5,9996.5:1 110 0 
11,99991 110 0 
15.00017 110 0 
IS 110 0 
.. 110 0 
12 110 0 
.. 110 0 
12 110 0 
.. 110 0 
..... 
474.344 
3,76.4694 
341.472, 
327,10,4:i 
327.B,438 
3,27.0911 
33:i.3067 
360.7263 
354.0,411 
37~.4S9l 
3tl,4181 
:,,ee.,:s 
PIGURE •• 
LENGTH 
10000 
•ooo 
0000 
1000 
·:5~0 
·3~ 
.... 
4SOO 
2000 
3,500 
2200 
.... 
.... 
:i:500 
,ooo 
4000 
4000 
~ 
co 
.. ··~ .. • 
...,.,..,,0·"··· ......... 9:~··121· I.../ ...... .. .......... . 
lf· \ ~~· 
u~ "' ·' oi:iu'T""°'' 
........................... . . . 
............ •,, ... .... 
'•, ·. -.~ .. 
··· ....• ,~· .. ..... y;_·' 
........ ,.i"" ....... o 
......... ~ 't-~1211• . 
..... ,m• !· : 
' I 
.11,.cl'······•"5t.N11' 
flGURI 48 · .. 
IXAt'IPL.1 13 trutP BYSTEHI . - . 
FLOWS PIPES II 12 13 17 • Ill KNOWN• ALL HBL• KNOWN 
CAL.18RATJNII THE SYSTEM FDR ROUGHNEBI 
11,12,1,1 
l0000,24,-llO,I0,1~ 1 30,2,50 1 200 
sooo,1a.-110,o,o,1n,2,50,200 
sooo,1•,-110,0,0,s,2,50,200 
1000,,,-110,s,o,3,2,~,200 
$~0 14,-110,01 0 1 2,2,~,200 
3:S00,12,-110,0,0,3,2,50,200 
S500 1 14,-110,0,0,7,2,50,200 
4:soo,12,-110,0,0,1 1 2,so,200 
2:5(,(1,6,-110,0,0,l,2,:50,200 
3:.00,12,-110,0,0,3,2,so,200 
2200,1s,-110,o,o,10,2,so,200 
,~.1a.-110.o.o.1:s,2,150,200 
!5000.1•.-110,0,0,s.2.so,200 
:r.:r.00,12,-110.0,0.2,2,:so,200 
3000,l4,-110,o,o,2,2,so,200 
4000,12,-110,0,o,1,2,:r.o,200 
4000,16,-110,0,0,2,2,:S0,200 
:S0,12,J,474.3441,2 1 376.4892 1 J,:S48.472,,4,:S27.104J,D,J27.114J4 
6,327.0toa,7,J35,:SOBJ,B,360,72:S7,9,3154.0418,10,37S.4:i91 
11,391,4185,12,388.6303 . 
• 0,3,-l,:?,12,1,1 
:r.,J,-2,3, 13, 1,2 
o,:s,-:s,4,:s, 1,:s 
4,3,-15,-6,16,l,S 
4 I 2, •• -7 I 1, -· 
3,2,-,:r.,-1,,2,,,1, 
:r.,J,-13,-14,15,1,-15 
0,4,7,8,-ll,14,1,-14 
2,2,-8,-9, 1,8 
2,2,9,-10,1,-, 
0,4,10,11,-12 1 17•1 1 -10 
2, l,-17, l, 17 
2,.,032, 1,-1,o 
.,.:r.0399,1,-2,0 
,t,.l,t,3002,1,-3,0 
4,492,1,.1,-1,0 
8,:Sll41:S.l,-11.o 
o,s,2,13,-14,-11,-12 
o,s,3,:S,16,-ls,-13 
0,5,14,15,-1•,-•.-1 
o,·4,11,a,-,,-10 
1:0,4,-4,-3,-2.-1 
424.3441,1,-1 
326,4892,2,-1,-2 
2tB,4726,3,-l,-Z,-3 
277,1041,4,-1,-2,-l,-5 
277.8434,~,-l,-2,-3,-5,6 
277,090B,4,-l,-2,-13,-15 
2&5,30&3,3,-1,-2,-13 
310,72~7,3,-l,-12,-ll 
304,041B,4,-1,-12,-11,-a 
325,4591,3,-1,-12,-IO 
341,41815,2,-1,-12 
338,6303,3,-1.-12,-11 
flGURI 44 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EXAHPLE 13 tPC.IIP 8VSTENt . 
FLOWS PlfEI II 12 13 17. 111 KNCNII • ALL HBL• KNOWN 
CALIBRATING THE 8YBTEN FDR' ROIJGHNEBB 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TRIAL ND, 
RELATIVE 
·-
CHANGE CHANGE 
PLOWRATE ,1706.23 l,02964 
TRIAL NO, 2 
FLOWRATE 8.666477£-17 D,228661E-16 
ROUGHNEBB 5,7240471-0D 6.296775:-0:S 
PIPE Nll'l8EII FLDWRATI 
I 29,4032 
2 1,.so:sn 
• 6,163002 4 2,603201 
• :S.15~9801 
• ,492619 7 4.492619 
• 1,412204 
• ,:r.e7791a2 lO 2,:1,87796 
II 8.511415 
l2 1:s.0,,21 
.. 15.340988 
l4 2.606:1,92 
IO 2,94758 
•• S,242014E-02 l7 2 
NODE NUNHR 
• 2 
3 
4 
• 
• 7 
• 
• 10 
.. 
l2 
DIAHETER ~BS 
24 , 
.. 
•• 
• ; 14 
l2 
l4 
l2 
• 
•• 
•• 
•• l4 
•• l4 
12 
.. 
BAADE 
474,3441 
376,481,'2 
348,4726 
327,1041 
327.8434 
327.0908 
33:5,3083 
360,7257 
354,0418 
37:r.. 4591 
391,4185 
3118,6303 
flGURI 41 
110 
110 
110 
110.0001 
110 
109.9907 
110.0001 
109.9992 
110,0002 
110 
110 
110 
110 
110 
110.0004 
110,1006 
109.,996 
"JNOR LOBS 
,o 
0 
0 
• 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
LENGTH 
..... 
0000 
0000 
lOOO 
151500 
:s:r.oo 
:r,:r,oo 
4500. 
2000 
.... 
2200 
6000 
0000 
15:liOO 
3000 
4000 
4000 
~ 
"' 
-~JcP 
.......................... 
........ 
PIGUR5 40 
EXANPLE 13 cf'1.111p &YBTEN) 
FLOWfcATEI UNKNOWN. FLOW PIPE II l(&CIWN 
DESIGNING FOR PUNP SIZE IN PIPE ll 
11,12,,,l 
l0000,24,ll0,10,-1950,l0,5,lOOO,:SOOO 
~.1a,110,o,o,1s,o 
sooo,1,,110,0,0,s,o 
1000,,,110,s,o,3,o 
ssoo,&4,ll0,0,01 2,0 
3500,12,ll0,0,0,3,0 
5500,14,110,0,0,7,0 
,4!500, 12, 110,0,0, 1,o 
2soo,,,110,o,o,1,o 
3500,12,110,0,0,l,O 
2200,1s,110,o,o,10,o 
6500,18,ll0,0,0,15,0 
5000,14,110,0,0,5,0 
ssoo,12,110,0,0,2,0 
30Ct0,l4,IJO,o,o,2,o 
4000,12,110,0,0,1,o 
4000,1,,110,0,0,2,0 
so,o 
I 
o,:s,-1,2,12,1,1 
:S,3,-2,3, 13, 1,2 
o,:s,-:s,•,s,1,3 
4,3,-5,-6,16,l,5 
4,2,,.-1,1.-, 
:s,2,-1s,-1,,2,,,1, 
5,3,-IJ,-14 1 15,1,-15 
0,4, 7,8,-11, 14, l,-14 
2,2,-a,-,,1,a 
2,2,,,-10,1,-, 
0,4,10,11,-12,17,1,-10 
2, 1,-11,1, 17 
2,.,0J2,1,-1,o 
O,S,2,ll,-14,-11,-12 
0,5,J,5,16,-15,-13 
0,5,14,15,-1,,-,,-1 
0,4,ll,B,-9,-10 
,~,4.-4.-3,-2,-1 
FIGUR5 47 
............. ,;., ......................... . 
EXANPLI 13 CPUNP BYBTE"J 
FLOWRATE& lJN.:NQWN • · FLOW PI PE 11 KNOWN 
DEBIONINB FOR PUtlP BIZ! IN PIPE II 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TRIAL NO • 
RELATJYli 
-
fLOWRATE ,144919:J 
TRIAL ND, • FLOWRATE 2,371106E-02 
TRIAL NO. • 
AVERAGE 
CHANOE 
,1789837 
,14~94:S 
FLOWRATI 1,3113891-03 7.91188E-O;J 
TRIAL NO. • FLDWRATE 4,946688-04 2.766023[-05 
PUltP 1£AD 6,457tl4E-01 •• :&270:S::sE-04 
f' lf'I NU18ER FLIMIIATE DIANETER RCIUBHNE&lii NINDR LOSS 
I 29.6032 •• 110 10 
• l6.503'f9 18 110 0 
• 6.163004 1• 110 0 
• 2.,03201 • 110 • • 3.:&!5980:S 14 110 0 
• .4926187 12 110 0 7 4.412619 14 110 0 
• 1-412206 12 ., 10 0 
• .ea,1,42 • 110 0 10 2.5B77'f4 12 110 0 II 1.:s,141:s 10 110 0 12 l:S.09921 10 110 0 .. 1.340988 14 110 0 14 2. ,oh.:&9 
. 12 110 0 .. 2.947:i?B 14 110 0 
•• IS,242167E-02 12 110 0 17 
NDDll NUHBER 
I 
2 
• 
• 
• 
• 1 
• 
• 10 
II 
12 
2 
. THE PUt1P IN PIPE NJN8ER 
1• 
BRAQE 
474,:!443 
:S76.489:i 
348.4729 
327.104:J 
327.8436 
327.091 
::s:ss.:soa, 
360.726 
::S~4.(1421 
:S75.4~94 
391.4188 
3BP.6::S06 
110 0 
HIEDI· 19:SO.OOI USEFUL HDR8EPOWER 
PIGURE 40 
LENGTH 
10000 
:sooo 
•ooo 
1000 
5:SOO 
.,.,. 
0000 
4:100 
2:100 
>000 
2200 
,:soo 
:SOCIO 
!i500 
:!000 
4000 
4000 
• 
-
......... ' 
---· ac.J I 
... , 
;;::;1 
nnn 
;;:; 
...... ;;:; 
...... 
;;::; 
...... 
;;:; 
---;~:; 
ooo 
111 I 
I I I I 
•••• 
---· ac.J • 
nnn1 
---· ac.J • 
•••• 
---· QC.JI 
PIPIIPII I 
---· acJ I 
NNNI 
---1 ac.J I 
---· 
---· ac.J I 
0001 
---· 
I I I I 
I I I I 
••• I ;;:; 
nnn ;;::; 
::: 
...... 
...... 
a;:; 
NNN ;;:; 
---, ;;:; 
000 
I I I I I 
I I I I I 
.:!:!:! I I 
QC.JI I 
!!!?!! : I 
QC.JI I 
::: 
...... 
.. .... 
oc::; 
::~ 
...... 
;;::; 
!!2 
i 11 
~:!:! 
...... 
nnn ;;::; 
::: 
.. .. .. 
.. .. .. 
cc:; 
NNN 
;&::; 
---
---...... 
000 
I I I I 
I It t 
•••• 
---· . CIIC-t I 
!!~!?I QC.JI 
. ·!:: I 
CIC.JI 
!:?!!!? I 
CIIC-t I 
NNN t 
;c:; I 
---· 
---· 1 ICIC.J I 
I' 111 
I I I. I 
•••II 
---1 I QC..& I I 
nnn 1, 
---, QC.JI 
...... 
---· QC.JI 
!!!?!! I 
11:1.C .JI 
NNNI 
---, QC.JI 
---, 
---· QC.It 
I It 
I I I 
...... 
iiC:i 
n"n oc:; 
.. .... 
;;::; 
"'"" ' 
--- I DC.I I 
NNNI I 
;;::; I I 
--- I I ••-1 I 
CIC.JI I 
0001 I 
111 
. I I I 
.. .... ;;::; 
nnn 
ac:; 
...... 
ac:; 
...... 
cc~ 
NNN 
---...... 
---;;:; 
ooo 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
...... 
ac:; 
nn" 
iiC:i 
..... 
---...... 
.. .... 
---· ...... 
NNN 
;;:; 
---;;:; 
000 
I :, 
;;:; 
::~ J 
113 : 
tfc~ I 
.t:j I 
1:!!J, I 
:;~!! 
:Z;!l I t 
If:~ I I 
CIC,J I ;;::; 
.ac.J ;;:; 0001 ;;:; 
0001 
---· DC.JI ;;:; l I ;;:; Gi:i , "i!i 
.2 ...... GCJI 
::~: 
.......... QC,J I 
.. .... 
...... 
••• ...... 
='=~ 
ili!j 
I&!!: 
:1~11 
B:l!l 11 
::~ I I 
:,~ 
• •• .. .... 
...... 
...... 
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TA&.E 17 
ll'l'DSED HVDRAYLIC GRADE at JUNCTION NODE 3 • 348.472• 
-·"' PIPE LENGTH 
··- -· 
......,. EXISTING CAU:J.LATED EXISTING CAU:U.ATED EXIST INS CAU:J.LATED 
l 10000.0 10000.0 24.0 24.0 110.0 110.0 
2 ~o.o 4'9,,993 18.0 18,0 110.0 110.0001 
• sooo.o ..... 983 16.0 1,.0 110,0 110.ooos 
• 1000.0 1000. 004 •.o S.999'"7 110,0 109 ..... 
• ~oo.o SS00.20Cf 14.0 14.0 110,0 110.0002 
• ~oo.o 34'7···· 12.0 12.0048 110,0 110,0061 7 ...... 0 S4H."7 14.0 13.~ 110,0 110.0011 
• 4000.0 4SOO ..... 12.0 ll.'9U 110.0 110.ons 
• 2000.0 2498,4'711 ..o 
··-
110.0 110.0142 
10 3000.0 3499,"57 12.0 12,0018 110.0 110.0002 
11 2200.0 21 ... 957 1s.o tS,00006 110,0 110.001:s 
12 0000.0 ..... 924t 18,0 11, 0000:S 110,0 110,001 
13 0000.0 4 •• ,.487 14,0 14,00018 110.0 110,0045 
14 0000.0 5499,838 12,0 12,00013 110,0 110.00» 
.. 3000.0 2999,a.J; 14.0 14,00024 110,0 110.0121 
16 4000.0 4518,ST.Z 12,0 11.~ 110,0 108.128 
17 4000.0 ••••••••• 16,0 ••••••••• 110,0 •••••••• 
TAILE 1, 
DESIGNIN8 FOR t'U.TIPLE UNkNOWN PAAAl'IET£RS 
INPD&ED CONDITIDNB of YMUlLJS FLOWRATES and/ar HCL '• 
D • DINCTER Jt • ROI.JIII.IESI L • L.ENBTM 
.J • J\.ICTIDN NODE Nl...l'l8ER far INPOSED HYDRAULIC &RADE 
F" • P IPI. NJtlllER far If'POSED F\.DWRATE 
LNOCJWN DESIBN "1#:.. 4 LI iR IPPDIED CDNDITION 
"""" 
l ••• .. ... J1 •• •• CASE • RI .. .. J1 •• •• CASE • LI L2 u J1 •• • • CAA • LI .. .. J1 •• •• CASE • "" •• 01• •• •• •• CASE • .. .. 016 •• •• • • CAA 7 LO L6 u• •• •• •• CMS a .. L• 016 •• .. •• CASE • DI .. 010 011 J1 J2 •• .. CAR 10 DI .. 010 Oil J1 •• •• F2 CASE 11 .. .. 010 Oil J1 •• •• F3 CASE 12 DI .. 010 DU J1 •• J7 •• CAA •• .. .. 010 Dll J1 •• .. .. CASE •• DI .. 010 011 J1 •• Fl •• CASE .. DI .. 010 011 J1 '2 F2 F7 
CAR 16 .. .. 010 Oil J1 •• F3 Fl CASE 17 DI .. 010 ... J1 •• •• .. CASE 18 .. .. 010 . .. J1 '2 .. FlO 
CASE .. .. .. 010 DU .. J2 •• Fll CASE 20 DI .. 010 ... .. •• F7 Fl2 CASE 21 .. .. ••• DU J1 •• Fl Fl3 CASE 22 .. .. 010 . .. .. •• .. Fl4 CASE 23 .. .. 010 ... J1 •• FlO . ..
"CASE 24 ... 016 •• Fl CASE 20 LlO Ll6 •• Fl CASI! •• LlO L16 •• F2 CASE 27 . LlS L16 •• .. CASE 28 LlO Ll6 •• •• CAA 29 LlO Ll6 .. ... 
CASE 30 L12 017 Jll ... 
51 
..,, 
N 
CPllf'IP 8YST£n) w/DENANDS of 6cfa PLU8 :Seta FIRE 0EMND at ,J-NDDI 16 
H13L .J•NODE 1, Bf'ECIFIED PIPE 118 ADDED AT J-HODE 16 t. NEW TANK 
DEBIIINING FOR H6L fOtc NEW TANIC AT J·NDDI 16 THAT WILL tl£ET DE:t1ANDS 
18,IZ,l,1 
1CtCl\l0,2t,110,10,1~.:so,o 
:5000,18,110,0,0,IZ,O 
sooo,1,,110,0,0,~,o 
1000.,,110.s,o.3,0 
r.,00,14,110,0.o,2,o 
3soo.a2,110,o,o,:s,o 
s~o.1•,110,0 10,1,0 
4500,12,II0,0,0,1,0 
2:i0016, I IO,O,O, I 10 
3soo,12,110,o,o,s,o 
2'200 1 15 1 110,0,0, IO,O 
•~.1a,110,o.o,1s,o 
tooo,1•,110,0,0,s,o 
ssoo,12,110.0,0,2,0 
~oo, 1•, 110,0,0,2,o 
4000,121 110,0,0,a,o 
40001 16,II0,0,0,2,0 
100.•,1so,o,o,,,,1 100,~o 50,l,61 22S 
• o,:s,-1,z,12,1,1 
r..:,-2,:,1:,1.2 
o. 3, -3, 4, s, 1, 3 
4,3,-s,-,,1,,1,1 
4,2.,,-1,1,-, 
9,l.-1~.-,,.-11,2,,,1, 
S,3,-131 -14,IS,1,-15 
0,4,7,8,-11,14,l,-14 
2,2,-8,-9,1,8 
2,2,9,-10,1,-9 
0,4,101 11,-121 17,1,-JO 
2,1,-11,1,11 
0,5,21 13,-14,-11,-12 
0,1,3,S,16,-11,-13 
0,1,14,15,-16,-6,-7 
0,4,11,1,-9,-10 
IS0,4,-4,-3,-2,-J 
171,4,-1,-2,-13,-15 
0,1 1 18 
, 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CPIJHP IVITDU w/D£11ANDI of •cf• PLUS :Set, rlRE DENAND Al .J-NDDE •• 
·HBL. J-NODE 16 SPECIFIED PIPE 118 ADDED AT .J-NODE 16, t. NEW TAM-! 
DEBIGNINO FDR HBL FOR NEW TANK AT J•NDDE 16 THAT WILL ttEET DEHANDI 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TRIAL ND. 
fLmMAff 
MI..ATIW 
-
2.1~141-oll 
AVERAGE 
CHANGE 
1.a111,x-01 
PIPE NLll'INII '1.DIIIRATI DIANET&R RDUliHNESI NINOII LD&I 
a i1.a:a11 
2 11.11,,1 
3 ,.:s,0301 
4 1.1234~1 
s 4.,,,as 
6 1,0481&9 
7 1,048119 
I 1,3379 
9 .6620999 
10 2,6621 
II t.479699 
12 14.1418 
IJ 6,326607 
,, i.o,:s,a 
II 4,420288 
•• l,714969 
17 2 
18 2,86,4744 
... ............ 
I 
2 
3 
• a 
• 
• 
• 
• 10 
II 
12 
24 
II 
.. 
• 14 
12 
14 
12 
• 12 
.. 
II 
14 
12 
.. 
12 
.. 
• 
... ... 
410,3459 
298.7567 
268,7965 
2:S:S.1134 
236.1062 
• •• 242.4047 
277,3127 
271. 26:56 
291.96.:i4 
314. 71S8 
:Sll,99:S6 
THE CHAHDI lN HiAD THRU PIN Nll'liER 11 
TOTAL HYDRALLIC 8RAD8 II 2:14,063 fEE.T 
110 10 
110 0 
110 0 
110 • 110 0 
... 0 
... 0 
110 • 110 0 
110 0 
110 0 
110 0 
110 0 
110 0 
110 0 
110 0 
110 • ... 0 
II -9.06:S FEET 
LENGTH 
10000 
0000 
0000 
1000 
:i:iOO 
l:iOO 
:i:iOO 
4000 
2:iOO 
3500 
2200 
. .,,. 
0000 
••oo 3000 
4000 
4000 
100 
PIGURI 41 
..,. 
w 
~ 
.... ~ 
tPLl1P SYBTEN) wlDEflANDI of ,eta PLUS Jcfa FlRI DEHAND a~ J-NODE 
HGL J-NODE 1, SPECIFIED PIPE at& ADDED alTWEEN J-NODEI II~ 17 
DESIBNJNIJ FDR NEW PIPI DIAHETER THAT WILL NEET FIRE DEtlANDS 
lB,12,1,1 
IO(l(I0 1 24,110,10,l950,30,0 
:.000,11,110,01 0,15,o 
~000,1,,110,0,0,s,o 
IO<t0,4,110,:if0,3,0 
~500 1 14 1 110,o,0,2,0 
3:;00,12,110,0,0,3,0 
SS00,14,IIO,o,o,7,0 
4:it)O, 12, 110,0,0, 1,0 
2soo,,,110,o,o,1,o 
3:i00,12,110,0,0il,O 
2200,as,110,010,10,0 
,soo,1a.110 10,o,1s,o 
sooo,1•,110,0,0,e,o 
ssoo,12,1101 0 1 0,2,0 
3000,14,110,0,0,2,o 
•000,12,110,0,0,1,0 
4000,1,,110,0,0,2,0 
sooo1 -1a,1so,o,o,, 1 11 ,,:so 
so,1,lll,22:5 
0 
0,4,-1,2,12,11,1,1 
:i,3,-2,3 1 13j,J,2 
o,3,-3,4,:5 1 11 3 
4,3,-S,-6,14,1,1 
4,2,4,-7,1,-6 
,,2,-as,-1,,2,,,1, 
S,4,-13,-14,lS,-lB1 l 1 -lS 
0,4,7,0,-ll,14,1,-14 
2,2,-1 1 -9, ,,a 
2,2,,,-10,1,-, 
0,4,IO,ll,-12,17 1 1,-10 
2, 1.-17, l, 17 
o,:s,2 1 13,-11 
o, 4, 18, -14,-11, -12 
o,s.J.s,1•,-1:11 -1:s 
O,S,14,IS,-1,1 -6,-7 
0,4 1 11,B.-9,-IO IS0,4,-4,-3,-2,-l 
175,3,-1,-18,-ID 
••• 
flCIURE 10 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IPUNP BVITEN) NIDEl1AND8 Df ~fa PLUB 3cf• FIRE DEtlAND at J-NODI •• 
~BL J-NDDE 1, SPECIFIED Plf't!: 118 ADDED IETWEEN J-NDDEB II. 17 
DEBIGNINB FOR NEW PIPE DIAnETER THAT WILL t1EET FIRE DEMND8 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TRIAL NO. 
RELATIVE AYERABI 
CHANOE CHANllC 
· FLOWRATI .2631491 1.42886 
TRIAL NO. 2 
FLOWRATE 4.8452:SDE-02 ,2790424 
"•TRIAL NO. • FLDWRATI 1.,0914:SE-O:S 4.66269:l!-02 
TRIAL NO. • FLOWAATI l,01046SE-o4 4,621B:S4E-04 DlANETER .2879487 •• 86:SO'i'6E-02 
TRIAL NO • • FLDWRATi 2,091709£-08 1.211111-01 
DIAHETER B,2656'9:SE-06 s.,21s21E-01 
PIPE NU18Eft fLOWRATI DIAHETER RDUG~ESB NINDR LOSS LENGTH 
1 :S4.SS677 24 110 10 10000 
2 12.44442 18 110 0 
~000 
• S,67081:1 1• 110 0 5000 
•• 
I.S:&6766 • 110 • 1000 • 4,114049 14 110 0 .,,.,. 
• 1.022s:s• 12 110 0 , ... 7 s.0220:s• 14 110 0 0500 
• 1,614971 12 110 0 4:00 
• .3850287 • 110 0 2000 10 2.38~29 12 110 0 , ... 
11 s. 768898 ' 15 110 0 2200 
12 10,1539:S . II 110 0 6000 
13 l,773607 14 110 0 5000 
14 -.8686097 12 110 0 5500 
15 7,86341:1 14 110 0 .... 
1• 1.1:s4:;es 12 110 0 4000 
17 2 1• 110 0 4000 
II 11,9:1842 l:li.47418 100 0 ~qoo 
NODE Nll1ilER GRADE 
1 338.9339 
2 280.9242 
• 256.91)98 
• 228,974 
• ·2:s1.a329 
• 224,9999 7 275,578:S 
• 272.2573 
• 263.6BB1 10 27:S.4716> 
11 287.1927 
12 '284.404~ 
.... 
.,,. 
.... ~ .. , 
NAIN ...... IYSTEtt FAJLI t111/St1ALL PlJtP INSTALLED PARALLEL 
IVBTEK D£11ANDB AT A "1Nltl.Jl1.FLDW THROUGH PIP£ 14 IET AT lcf• 
DESIGNING FDR f1Jf1P SIZE PARALLEL. TD NAIN PlN IYBTEK 
11,12,1.1 
10000,2•,1~.,o,-1:soo,20,s,100,aoo 
sooo,11,110,o,o,1s,o 
$000,1,,110,0,0,s,o 
1000,,,110 5 0 3 0 
ssoo,1•,11t,b,~.~.o 
zsoo,12,110,0,0,3,o 
55001 14,110,010,7,0 
•s00,12,110,0,0,1,0 
2soo,,,110,o,o,1,o 
~:500,121 110,0,0,J,O 
2200,1s,110,o,o,10,o 
,:soo,11,110,o,o,1s,o 
sooo,1•,110,0,0,s,o 
ssoo,12,110,0,0,2,0 
3000,14,II0,0,0,2,0 
4000, 12, 110,0,0, 1,o 
4000,1,,110,0,0,2,0 
50,0 
I 
0,3,-1,2,12,1,1 
2,:s,-2,:s,13,1,2 
O,:S,-:S,4,51 1,:S 1,J,-s,-,,1,,1,s 1,2.,,-1,1,-, 
1,2,-as,-1,,2,,,1, 
2,:S,-l:S,-14 1 151 1,-ID 
0 1 4,7,B,-11,14 1 1,-14 
.s,2,-1,-,,1,1 
• s, 2, ,,-10, ,.-, 
0,4,10,11,-12,17,1,-10 
.1.1,-11,1,11 
l,l.-4,0 
o,s,2,13,-14,-11,-12 
o,s,J,s,1,,-1s 1-1J 
O,S,14 1 15,-1•,-6,-7 0,4,ll,1, ... ,.-10 
·~ ••• -4,-3,-2,-1 
flGURI 11 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
l'IAIN PUNP BVITEN FAILI w/&NALL ,._... INSTALLED PARALLEL 
IYITEN DEHANDS AT A nlNINUH PLOW THROUGH PIP£ 14 &ET AT lcf• 
DEBIONINII FDR PUNP 1111 PARALLEL TO HAIN PU1P IVSTEN 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
TRIAL NO. 
FLOWRATI 
TRIAL ND. • 
FL~TI 
PU'11' HEAD 
11:ELATIW 
CHANGI 
l.13474S 
•• 74,75641.-oa 
4.,2lJBE-08 
""""""" CHANGE 
:S.69304:S 
:S.4lll931-08 
1,2200411-0,t, 
PIPE NM18ER FLOWRATI DIANETER ............. HINOR LOSS 
I ,.a 24 100 10 
2 1.:1240:SI 18 110 0 
• 1.aa42,1 .. 110 0 4 I • 110 • • .814297• .. 110 0 
• .4477697 12 110 • 7 1.44777 14 110 0 
• .:so2,101 .. 110 0 
• .1,13999 • 110 0 10 ,6973899 12 110 0 
II 2.778572 .. 110 0 
12 3.9759•2 18 LIO 0 
.. ••• 39741 14 110 0 
14 1.028192 .12 110 0 
•• .667'V321 14 110 0 .. .3320672 12 110 0 
17 •• 1• 110 0 
NnDE Nl.l18ER ORAlll< 
I 240.9471 
2 228.0566 
• 224,935 • 4 223.3152 
• 223.9:S47 
• 222,9082 7 223,4339 
I 227,972S 
• 227,587 10 230.4256 
II 231.8329 
12 231.619 
, .. PlW IN PIN NlNEA I 
-·· 
211.,21 U8EFI.L HORSEPOWER 
LENGTH 
10000 
.... 
5000 
10(10 
0000 
. ... 
"""° 4:;00 2000 
3500 
2200 
,soo 
. ..,. 
.... 
3000 
4000 
4000 
"' 
"' 
PUHP BYSTEN wlPIPE INSTALLED PARALLEL TD PIPt:8 G 
DENAND UP :SOX NODES 4 • S HBL J-NDl>ti 4 •l •In 30 P•lt 
DESIGNING FDR DIAHETER OF PIPE PARALLEL ,1P£ S 
lB, 12, l, 1 
IO<I00,24,110,10,1,so,32,o 
G000,1a,110,o,o,1,,o 
$000,1,,110,0,0,1,0 
1000,,,110,s,o,1,o 
SS00,14,110,0,0,3,0 
lsoo,12,110,0,01 1,0 
SS00,14,110 1 0 1 0,3,0 4soo,12,110,o,o,1,o 
2500,6, 110,0,0, 1,o 
3soo,12,110,o,0 1 3,o 
2200,1s,110,o,o,11,o 
,soo,1a,110,o,o,1,,o 
S000,14 1 110,01 0,4,0 
5~0,12,110,0,0,3,0 
30001 14,110,0,0,2,o 
4000,12,110,0.0,1,o 
4000,16,IIO,O,o,2,o 
SS00,-14,150,01 0 1 4 1 1 1 10,IB 
so,1,•,22,.20, 
0 
o,:s,-1,2,12,1,1 
s,:s,-2,:s,1:s,1,2 
0,4,-3,4,S,181 1,3 
6,4,-S,-6,16,-181 1,S 
•,2,•,-1,1,-• 
:s,2,-1s,-1,,2,,,1, 
S,3,-13,-14,IS,1,-IS 
0 0 4 1 7,B,-ll,14,l,-14 
2,2,-a,-•,1,a 
2,2,'l,-lO,l,-9 
0,4,IO,ll,-12,17,1,-lO 
2,1,-17,l,17 
o,:;,2,1s,-14,-11,-12 
o,:;,s,:;,1,,-1:s,-13 
0,5,14,15,-16,-,,-1 
0,4,11,1,-9,-10 
0,2,-5, 18 
1$01 4,-4,-3,-2,-1 
179.209,4,-1,-2,-'li,-5 
FIOURI 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
PUl'IP BVITEN N/fl'IP£ IN&TALLED PMALLIL TO PIPII S 
DEl1AND LP DOX HODEi 4 • I HliL J-NDDE 4 at ,dn :SO P••v 
DEBIBNJNII FOR DIAN&Tlft 0, PIPE PARALLEL PIPES 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
II 
TRIAL Ml. l 
FLIMIATI 
TRIM. ND, 2 
FLOWRATI 
DIANETER 
TRIAL NO. 3 
rLDWRATI 
D1AtlETER 
TRIAL ND, 4 
RELATIVE 
CtW<G£ 
l, 188B:S2E-02 
1.,:1,4911-04 
,.,21169E-02 
:s.03930~-o• 
:S,968979E-02 
FLDWRATE 4,978957£-08 
DIAHETER l.5379SBE-03 
TRIAL ND. :I 
FLOWRATE ,.S9:S42EE-OB 
DIANETER 9.21079'1£-05 
AVERAGE 
CHANG£ 
7,S28194E-02 
3,158179:IE-03 
6,899782£-03 
1.924545£-05 
2.963977£-03 
3, l:1,2768£-07 
4.158684£-04 
4.049704£-07 
•• 91743~-06 
PIPE NUHIEft FLOWRATt: DIAl'IETER RDUBHNESS nINOA LOSS 
l 32,2511 24 110 10 
2 18.25664 11 110 0 
3 7.841281 16 110 0 
• 1.2:s1803 • 110 • 
• 2.19011, .. 110 0 
• -.B:S:54854 12 110 
0 
7 5.144:515 14 110 0 
• 1,348408 12 110 0 
• • 6515923 • 110 
0 
10 2.651592 12 110 0 
ll 9,343:S7S lS 110 0 
12 13.99516 ,II 110 0 
.. 5,41:s3:;7 14 110 0 
14 2.8506:S 12 110 0 
IS 3,266007 14 110 0 
.. -.266007 12 110 0 
17 2 1• 110 0 
II 4.SH3U 1,.221•• ISO 0 
t«JDE NUl18Eft ORADti 
I 399,6314 
2 281,6649 
3 237.9001 
• 229.209 
• 227.1543 
• 229.4788 ' 7 239,4158 
• 269,4157 
• 263.2803 10 289,2007 
II 305.8964 
12 ,1();$.1082 
LENGTH 
10000 
5000 
sooo 
1000 
:S:500 
. ... 
15:SOO 
4500 
2:500 
3:500 
2200 
6:500 
0000 
.... 
:sooo 
4000 
4000 
.. oo 
CONCLUSIONS 
The primary objective of this study was to develope an algorithm for 
directly determining design characteristics that satisfy specified pressure 
am flow requirements for enhancing, mcdifying am u.grading existing water 
distribution systems. This was accomplished by recasting the basic hydraulic 
equations so that the specific 1ll'lknoNl design parameters could be determined 
without the tedious trial am error procedures currently being used by water 
engineers. The numerous examples presented clearly denr:mstrate the 
feasibility of the proposed objective by first testing the algorithm an the 
several networks where prior knowledge of the results was available. 
SUfficiently tested, additional examples were pzesented to denr:mstrate sone of 
the aspects the developed algorithm can provide. Some of the practical 
applications for satisfying a specified pressure or flow requirement include: 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Designing for the diameter, length, or roughness coeficient 
for one or 1110re pipe sections. 
Desi~ for the minor loss coefficient for valves, meters, 
or fittings for one or 1110re pipe sections. 
Designing for the size of one or 1110re PllllpS, 
Oesignj,riq for the water surface elevation or hvdraulic grade 
setting for one or 1110re groun:i level or elevated storage 'canks 
or reservoirs. 
Oesign4lg for the diameter, length, roughness coefficient or 
mirJor loss coefficient for a section installed parallel to an 
existing pipe pipe section. · 
COmbinatiO!lS of above design considerations. 
Although the developed algorithm checks an upper an:! lower limit for each 
unlax:w1 design parameter, care should be taken to insure the feasibility am 
reliability of the results obtained. As outlined in Section C of Appendix B, 
the study has shown that there are a number of nonfeasible or unreliable 
situations produced by creation of a redut.dant or ill-con::litioned set of 
equations. The study has verified the great p:>tential of the proposed 
approach am documented a number of the pitfalls that are inherant in the 
technique. Future consideration should be given to the developement of an 
algorithm that will check the equation set prior to a solution to determine if 
art'/ such equatiO!lS have been created am the user alerted as to the type of 
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constraint violated. Further consideration should also be given to 
incorporatiilg the developed technology into an existing hydraulic analysis 
progLam such as the powerful tool of the K'iPIPE canputer program. This will 
pt'OITide the water utility en;rineers and the civil engineeriilg firms with an 
even more powerful tool for evaluating efficient and econanical 
recanmendations for impt'Olfiilg water distribution systems. 
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NCM\:NCLATURE - LIST OF VARIABLES 
Following is some notation concerning the variable names used throughout 
the progiam listed in APPENDIX C: 
NP 
NJ' 
CF 
CL 
NU 
ex 
CM 
RG# 
NKJ' 
NCE 
NC 
NE 
NEE 
·~ 
TRR 
A 
B 
TRG# 
Hl# 
Gl# 
G2# 
G3# 
H2# 
EB# 
HCH 
HDJ' 
CSJ' 
PHD 
THG 
AVER* 
SM* 
AVCH* 
RELR* 
Number of pipe sections 
Number of Junction nodes 
Flowrate =version factor 
~ of line loss expression used 
Nomber of unknown parameters 
Checks for more tilan one type of unknown parameter in the same pipe 
Constant in the minor loss term of energy equation 
~i,llµng reference ~ulic grade for each trial when 
the limits of the unknoiin ~~ers 
Number of junction nodes with knam ~ic arade 
Number of pipe sections with a knom flawra'te 
Total lUllDbei' of continuity eguations 
Total number of equations in tne solution matrix 
Total number of equations in the solution matrix when checki.'19' 
the limits of the imknoNl parameters 
External j\mction demand · 
Trial index number for iterations of Newton~ PI"OCedure 
Trial index number when checking the limits of tne unknown 
i;_arameters · 
i::xponent for energy equation 
l::l¢,one?lt for diameter in the ~ ~tion 
~imµng reference hydraulic for solution simulation 
Function term of energy equa ion when there are no additional 
unknown parameters . 
Gradient term of energy equation when there are no additional 
unknown parameters 
Gradient term of energy equation from flowrate parameter with 
additional unknown parameters 
Gradient term of energy equation from unknown parameters with 
additional unknown parameters 
Function term of energy ~tion contaiping unknown parameters 
Effects of the assumed values of the un1cnoiin parameters on the 
total energy ~tion 
Head chanJe in a pipe section when hydraulic grade is unknown 
~ameter \lnction number connected to pipe section of HCH 
Sign for the flowrate in pipe section of HCH 
Amount of pump head added to system when hydraulic grade is the 
unknown ~ter 
Total hydraulic grade when hydraulic grade is the unknown 
~'":;1t~ relative changes for each trial (one for each type 
of unkncwn ~ter} 
SUm of the values obtained from solution (one for each type of 
unknown ~terl . 
Average  in the e= ( one for each type of unknown parameter) 
Relative accuracy (one for each type of unknown parameter) 
(each pipe section) 
J:.ength ( ft l 
Diameter ( ml 
~ coefficient 
Minor loss coefficient 
Useful horsepower 
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Flowrate {ft/s) . 
'!'Ype of unknown parameter 
Pl;liilp head term ol' energy equation 
Line loss expression constant 
Minor loss expression constant · 
Line loss expression constant {unknown parameter! 
Minor loss elg)ression constant {unknown parameter 
Lower limit ror an unknown parameter 
Upper limit for an unknown parameter 
ARRAY VARIABLES {other) 
Coefficient matrix {used for initializ~ arrayl 
Matrix of the ris}lt hand side {initializing ~
Coefficient matrix 
Matrix of the right hand side 
Solution matrix 
Junction node IJJnnter for a knoNl hydraulic grade 
Hvdraulic ~ for the kilOMl junction node JNK{ ) 
Pipe number that contains a kncii,n flowrate 
Flowrate value knoNl 5~4 ipe section PNF{) calculated hvtlraulic values 
Number of pipe sections comiected to ~ion node 
Pipe numbers cannected to a ~ion node 
External junqtion denand for a junction node 
Number of pipe sections to 1;he ~ious junction 
Pipe numbers to the ~ious junctic;,n node 
~ (hytµaulic grade) ~ along energy path 
Number of pipe sect.ion along an o;mergy path 
Pipe_numbers along an energy path 
Total head loss across a J?1pe section 
Pipe IJJJJDber that contains an additional unknololn 
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APPENDIX A 
PUBLICATION ABSTRACT.IONS 
1, Published - .Journal of the water Resources Planning arxi Managenent, ASCE, 
Vol 112, No 2, Apt'il 1986, pp 166--182 
EXPLICIT PIPE~ CALIBRATION 
by Lindell E, Ormsbee ard Don .J. Wood 
ABSTRACT: In order to .improve the reliability of hygraulic network models 
as well as eliminate the need for t~ial-and-error calibration methods, an 
~icit calibration algoz.:ithm is proposed, The. calibration algorithm is 
formulated in terms of headless coefficients ard is develOP!!(1 from a 
reformulation of the basic network equations. The basic network equations 
are solved exDlicitly for head.loss adius'bnents to exactly meet one or more 
measured ccrill tions. The adiustJnents determined in this manner are used 
to revise pipe ~ or c3efined concentrated head (miner) losses to 
meet the measured conditions. In order to deloonstrate the feasibili:tY of 
the approach, the developed algorithm is applied to an example netlocrk. 
2, Scheduled for i;ublication - Journal of the Hydraulic Division, ASCE 
HYDRADLIC DESIGN ALGORITHMS FOR PIPE ~ 
by Limell E. Ormsbee and Don .J. ~ 
ABSTRACT: A gel'.leI'al methodology is pz esented for use in the design of 
water distribution netlocrks. Tiie propc>Se!i a~ is conceptually useful 
for certain applications. The approach is based on recasting tile basic 
set of ~ic netlocrk equations Th terms of selected design parameters 
for specified °:~ conditions. In order to demonstrate the 
feasibility of the , bo different algori thins are developed and 
applied to an example netlocrk. 
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A-PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The computer program described herein was written using IBM Personal 
Computer ADVANCED BASIC which requires a diskette based microcomputer 
compatible with IBM disk operating system (DOS). Over the past several years 
there has been a marked increase in the number of microcomputers being used by 
engineers especially in the field of hydraulic analysis for water 
distribution. The language used to write the algorithm was chosen because of 
its seemingly universal appeal with microcomputer users. 
The purpose of the computer program was to determine by direct solution 
.specific design characteristics incorporated in the modifications and 
enhancements for upgrading an existing water distribution system. The program 
was developed in such a manner that certain design requirements are specified 
and the hydraulic analysis made to determine the design characteristics that 
will satisfy those requirements. Some of the design requirements an engineer 
may specify are: 
1. Pressures at particular junction nodes 
2. Flowrates through particular pipe sections 
3. Combination of pressures and flowrates 
Once the design requirements have been established the following design 
characteristics may be determined: 
1. Selected pipe section characteristics (diameter, length, 
roughness coefficient) 
2. Minor loss coefficients for various control values, meters, 
and fittings such as tees, couples, entrances and exits. 
3. Pump head characteristics for booster pumps rated by useful 
horsepower. 
4. Hydraulic grade lines (HGL) for elevated or ground level storage 
tanks or reservoirs. 
5. Any combination of above characteristics. 
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Prior to initiating the program a data file must be created containing 
all system and pipeline characteristics. The geometry of the network must be 
described in such a manner that the continuity equations and the energy 
equations for both loops and paths are well defined and include the specific 
design requirements for the •odification. The procedures for creating such a 
data file are discussed in section B. 
After the input data file has been read by the program the coefficients 
(GQi' GDi' etc.) and right hand side vectors for the linear form of the energy 
equations described by equations 18 and 19 are calculated. These ·coefficients 
and right hand side vectors are combined with the coefficients and right hand 
side vectors of the linear continuity equations to form a full matrix of 
hydraulic equations that describe the water distribution system· under study. 
Solution of· the matrix is then obtained using a simple Gausean elimination 
technique with a slight •odification to check for redundant and ill-
conditioned equations. With the nature of the matrices 
check for redundancy and ill-conditioning are necessary and 
being created the 
will be further 
discussed in Section C. A solution of the matrix will contain results for the 
flowrates for each pipe section in the network plus results for the specific 
design parameters being analyzed. Using these results the procedures above 
are repeated and a new matrix solution obtained until the relative accuracy of 
the flowrates and each type of design parameter are less than 0.1 percent. 
Due to the variation in the types of unknown parameters, convergence to an 
acceptable solution will occur much faster when the relative accuracy of each 
type 
full 
of parameter is checked instead·of checking the relative accuracy of the 
matrix. The relative accuracy is obtained from the last two trials of 
the Newton-Raphson procedure and is the sum of the absolute values of the 
changes in a type of unknown parameter divided by the sum of those parameters. 
This relationship may be expressed by the equation: 
tlX -i 
< .001 
where Xi is the value for a parameter from the last Newton-Raphson trial and 
Xi-l is the value from the next to last trial. If the results are to be 
considered reliable the relative accuracy convergence should occur in less 
than 20 trials, therefore the program provides a warning to the effect that 
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the results may be unreliable if this limit is reached. This consideration is 
further discussed in section C. 
Once the relative accuracy is obtained and an acceptable solution for the 
flowrates and design parameters determined, the program will calculate the 
hydraulic grade lines for each junction node. The total head losses for a 
pipe section are calculated using the fl~al values obtained for the flowrates 
and design parameters. Based on the geometry of the network as defined in the 
input data file each junction node ls connected to a reference hydraulic grade 
by a series of pipes. The total head losses for each pipe in the series is 
deducted from the reference grade to determine the hydraulic grade at the 
junction node. The junction node then becomes the new reference grade and a 
new series of pipes used to connect the next junction node. This procedure 
continues until all junction nodes in the network have been defined. 
data 
Finally 
file. 
the prograJ11 will print the results of the analysis to an output 
This output file will allow the design engineer to obse~ve the 
results, compare with other simulations and determine if additional 
simulations need to be executed. 
A complete listing of the source code of the program is presented in 
APPENDIX C with a list of some of the key variables used throughout the 
program. 
B-DATA CODING INSTRUCTIONS 
Prior to creating the input data file a schematic of the water 
distribution system being analyzed such as the one illustrated in FIGURE 1 
should be constructed and the following information defined: 
1. All pipe sections labeled. 
2. All junction nodes labeled. 
3. All fixed grade nodes labeled and shown with the amount of 
hydraulic grade. 
4. All pumps labeled and shown with the amount of useful horsepower. 
5. All components that may contribute significantly to total 
head loss for a pipe section shown with minor loss coefficient. 
6. All junction nodes used for design requirements shown with 
amount of hydraulic grade. 
7. The initial assumed flowrate for each pipe section shown 
with the direction.of flow indicated that satisfies continuity. 
Once the schematic has been properly defined it should be used with the 
following steps to create the data file. It should also be noted that each 
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!tea in the data file.must be separated with either a comaa or spaces. 
Line 1 
Itea 1 
Item 2 
Itea 3 
Item 4 
Line 2 
Item 1* 
Item 2* 
Item 3* 
Itea 4* 
Item 5* 
Itea 6 
Item 7 
Item 8** 
Item 9** 
Systea Data 
number of pipe sections 
number of junction nodes 
conversion factor (converts flowrate units to cfs) 
type of line loss expression used 
(1) Hazen-Williams Equation 
(2) Darcy-Weisbach Equation 
Pipe Section Data (one line tor each pipe section) 
length (in feet) 
diaaeter (in inches) 
roughness coefficient 
C-factor for Hazen-Williams Equation 
f-factor for Darcy-Weisbach Equation 
minor loss coefficient 
size of pump (in useful horsepower) 
initial assumed flowrate (if zero program assumes Q=rtD2) type of unknown design parameter 
(O) no design parameter unknown for this pipe section 
(1) diueter 
(2) roughness coetticient 
(3) length 
(4) minor loss coefficient 
(5) useful horsepower of pump 
(6) change in hydraulic head 
lower limit for unknown design parameter 
upper limit for unknown design parameter 
*a negative sign indicates the parameter is an unknown design parameter with 
an initial assumed value equal to the absolute value of parameter. A zero for 
Iteas l, 2, or 3 will assume an initial value half way between the lower and 
upper limits of Items 8 and 9. 
**Item 8 and Item 9 required only when there is an unknown design parameter in 
the pipe section. 
Line 3 Hydraulic Grade Data 
Item 1 Beginning reference hydraulic grade value. 
Item 2 number of junction nodes used as design requirements 
(known hydraulic grades) 
Item 3* junction node number of junction used as a design 
requireaent 
Item 4* amount of hydraulic grade for Item 3 
*Item 3 and Item 4 are repeated for up through the number of junction nodes in 
Item 2. 
Line 4 
Item 1 
Line 5 
Continuity Data (.KnOIIII Flowrate) 
number of pipe sections used as design requirements (known 
flowrates) 
Continuity Data (one line tor each junction node) 
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Item 1 
Item 2 
Item 3* 
Item 4 
Item 5** 
external junction demand 
number of pipe sections conected to the junction node 
pipe numbers connected to this junction node, repeated for 
up through the number in Item 2. 
number of pipe sections between this junction node and the 
previous junction node or beginning reference hydraulic 
grade 
pipe numbers between this junction node and the previous 
node or beginning reference hydraulic grade repeated for 
up through the number in Item 4. 
*a negative sign must preceed the pipe number if the initial assumed flow is 
toward the junction node. 
**A negative sign must preceed the pipe number if the initial assumed flow is 
from this junction node toward the previous junction node. 
Line 8 
Item 1 
Item 2 
Item 3 
Item 4 
Line 7* 
Continuity Data (one line for each known flowrate used as a 
desip require118Jlt up throup the nU11ber in Line 4) 
value of the known flowrate 
always a value of 1 
pipe number containing the known flowrate (preceeded by 
negative sign) 
always. a value of zero 
Bnerinr Equations (one line for each energy loop or path) 
*Before coding the data for the energy equations a procedure for identifying 
the energy loops and paths must be specified. In choosing the path of pipes 
around an energy loop the direction followed must be consistant for all loops 
in the network. It is good practice to always follow the same procedure 
whenever analyzing a network either following the path of pipes around the 
loop in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. In describing a path of 
pipes for nonlooped energy equations one of two methods should be used to 
avoid redundancy. One method is to start the energy paths all at the same 
reference point or grade (ie. A-B, A-C, A-D, etc.). Another method is to have 
the ending node of one energy path serve as the starting node of the next 
energy path (ie. A-B, B-C, C, C-D, etc.). Using either method the change in 
energy along the path is determined by subtracting the ending node from the 
starting node considering the sign when coding the data (ie. t.E = A-B) 
Item 1 
Item 2 
Item 3** 
change in hydraulic grade along the energy path (~E = 0 for 
primary loops) 
number of pipe sections in the energy path 
pipe number along the energy path up through the number in 
Item 2. 
**a negative sign must preceed the pipe number if the initial assumed flow is 
opposite to the direction the path of pipes follows for the energy equation. 
Line 8* Special Case for solving for head change in a pipe section 
as an unknown design para.meter 
*whenever a 6 is indicated in Item 7 of Line 2 the unknown parameter becomes 
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the change in head for a pipe section to determine the hydraulic grade for a 
fixed grade node connected to the pipe section. A special energy equation is 
established to aid in the solution. 
always a value of zero 
always a value of one 
Item 1 
Itea 2 
Item 3 pipe number for the pipe section connected to the fixed 
grade node. (always positive). 
C-PROGRAM CONSIDERATIONS 
Before the specific design characteristics for modification to an 
existing water distribution system are determined, certain design requirements 
must be specified. For every pipeline characteristic being used as a design 
parameter a comparible number of design specifications are necessary to obtain 
an explicit solution. In addition there are certain limitations that must be 
adhered to when specifying particular design requirements. If these 
limitations are not followed a matrix may be generated which may be singular 
or contain a redundant or ill-conditioned set of equations or results for the 
simulation may be obtained without convergence and therefore are unreliable. 
Some of these limitations were discussed in section B but are reiterated here. 
These are based largely on situations encountered during the testing and 
applying of the algorithll. 
Limitations and Guidelines: 
1. When describing a path of pipe sections incorporating an energy equation 
one of two methods should be consistantly used. 
a. All energy paths begin at the same reference point or fixed grade 
node. (ie. A-8, A-C, C-D. etc.). 
b. The ending node for one energy path serves as the beginning node for 
the next energy path. (ie. A-B, B-C. C-D, etc.) 
2. When describing a path of pipe sections around a primary loop the 
directions must be the same for all primary loops in the network (le. all 
clockwise or all counterclockwise) 
3. When describing design specifications in the form of known flowrate values 
all pipe sections connected to a particular junction node cannot be 
utilized in the same simulation. 
4. When multiple design parameters are being analyzed energy paths must be 
chosen that will isolate one design parameter. 
5. These are special cases for Item 4: 
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a. When more than one design parameter are considered for the same 
pipe section, isolation of the various parameters cannot occur. 
b. When all pipe sections connecting a junction node contain design 
parameters the junction node must provide a design specification 
otherwise the parameter cannot be isolated. 
c. When all energy paths contain multiple design parameters there is 
no way to isolate any one parameter. 
6. This is a special case for item 3. When a junction node connects only 
one pipe section and it is used as a design parameter the junction node 
must provide a design specification. 
7. Convergence to a reliable solution must occur within 20 interactions of 
the Newton-Raphson technique. 
Further clarification of certain of these limitations can be illustrated 
using EXAMPLE 2 and referring to the schematic and data file presented in 
FIGURE 16. 
When all the flowrates at a junction node serve as design specifications 
as in item 3 expressed in the form of .continuity equations and the continuity 
equation for the junction node are combined, one equation is eliminated 
creating a redundant set of equations. This can be seen in the matrix 
represented in FIGURE 53 where the flowrates for pipe numbers 8, 9, 10 are 
described by the continuity equations 9, 10, and 11 respectively, and junction 
node 5 is described by the continuity equation 5. When equations 9, 10, 11 
are added to equation 5 then equation 5 becomes zero and the matrix becomes 
redundant. 
When multiple design parameters are being analyzed as in item 4 and no 
one parameter is isolated in the matrix, the resulting set of equations become 
redundant. Suppose using EXAMPLE 2 the diameters of pipes 5, 7, and 12 are 
desiifi parameters and the hydraulic grades at junction nodes 3, 4, and 5 are 
known design specifications. The additional energy equations are described in 
the matrix represented in FIGURE 54 by equation 13, for junction node 3 
containing pipes 1, 2, and 3 in the energy path, equation 14 for junction node 
4 containing pipes 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the energy path and equation 15 for 
junction node 5 containing pipes 1. 2, 3, and 10 in the energy path. As seen 
in the matrix no one design parameter (05, 07, or 012) is isolated therefore 
no solution is possible and the matrix is redundant. To achieve an acceptable 
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solution one of the design parameters must be isolated by an energy path which 
will require a design specifications for junction nodes 8 (or 7) so that pipe 
5 (or 7) will be contained in a separate energy path as shown in the matrix in 
FIGURE 55, 
If two design parameters are within the same pipe section as discussed in 
item 5 no solution to the matrix is possible. If the diameter and roughness 
coefficient in pipe 2 are the design parameters as shown in the matrix of 
FIGURE 56 no matter what design specifications are placed on the network any 
energy path that isolates the pipe section cannot isolate the two parameters, 
02 and R2. When all pipe sections connect to the same Junction node that 
junction node must be used as a design specification as presented by item 5b. 
Suppose the lengths of pipes 8, 9, and 10 are design parameters and junction 
nodes 2, 4, and 6 provide the design specifications. As shown in the matrix 
of FIGURE 57 L8, L9, and LlO never appear isolated in any energy equation. 
Where in FIGURE 58 the matrix shown that by using junction node 5 as a aesign 
specification LlO becomes isolated and routine matrix procedures will obtain a 
solution. 
The same 
cannot contain 
principle as above applies to item 5 where all energy paths 
multiple design parameters. For example pipes 2, 4, and 10 are 
design parameters and junction nodes 4, 5, and 8 are design specifications. 
The matrix in FIGURE 59 shows that energy equation 13 contains pipes l, 2, 3, 
. 
and 4 energy equation 14 contains pipes l, 2, and 10 while energy equation 15 
contains pipes l, 2, 10, 9, and 5. Each energy path contains either no 
parameters or 2 parameters so that the isolation cannot be made. 
If a junction node ls connected to the end of a pipe section and no other 
pipe section connects the junction node the only way to obtain solution for 
the pipe· as a design parameter would be if the junction node was a design 
specification with a known hydraulic grade as discussed in item 6. To solve 
for a design parameter the pipe containing the parameter must be included in 
an energy path. There is no energy path that includes a dead end junction 
node, unless the dead end is a design specification. 
D-SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
When the limitations of the proposed algorithm as previously discussed 
are considered the analysis normally converges, quickly and to a reliable 
solution. There was however, one type of simulation where all limitations 
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were observed but the analysis frequently did not converge. Divergence of the 
solution is indicated by either an overflow condition or a set of results 
which are not acceptable. This type of situation occurs when analyzing a 
distribution system where a pipe is being designed parallel to an existing 
pipe and the additional equation is provided in the form of a known flowrate 
or continuity equation. An example of this type of simulation can be seen by 
referring to EXAMPLE 6 and FIGURE 34. If, in designing for the diameter of a 
pipe that parallels pipe 5, the flowrate in pipe 4 is specified to be 1 cfs 
instead of the hydraulic grade at junction node 4, a matrix will be formed 
such as the one represented in FIGURE 60. The solution procedure for this 
matrix does not converge, although it appears to be a good matrix with no 
redundant equations. Numerous examples were executed and the contents of the 
matrices studied without being able to obtain a reasonable explanation for 
the divergence. It is therefore recommended that when designing a network for 
a parallel pipe, whenever possible a known hydraulic grade should be used as a 
design specification to insure convergence and, thus, the realiability of the 
solution. 
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APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
Source Listing for PIPEDES <Proposed Algorithm) 
100 .INPUT "DATA FILE NAME• •,zs 
110 INPUT "OUTPUT FILE NAME• ",QS 
120 OPEN ·I·,1,zs 
·130 OPEN •o",2,Q·.J 
140 PRINT #2,1PRJNT #2,aPRINT #2 1 ••***************** ... ***********************• 
lSO PRINT #2,,INPUT •1,v1s1INPUT #1,V2S1INPUT 81,V:SS 
160 PRINT #2, VlS1PRINT #2, V2S1PRINT *2, Y3$ 
170 PRINT #2,rPRINT •2, ••** ... **** ... **•******** ... ******************• 
ISO DIM LISOl,D#(SOl,CISOl,MISOl,HPUISOl,AISO,SOl,NLJ!SOl,BISO>,PNFl20l 
. 190 DIM KP*ISOl,KM81SOl,Z81SOl,QISOl,HGLl30l,QEISOl,NPJISOl,PNEIS0,20l,QK120l 
200 DIM EISO>,NPPISOl,PNIS0,20>,S•ISO,SOl,J81SOl,I81SO),ET#ISOl,PNJIS0,20l 
210 DIM JNKl30l,KPPIISOl,KMPIISOl,RllSOl,R21SO),PNUISOl,UPISOl,HGLKl30l 
220 NU•0'1 CM• •. 02S1931 PHD•01 HCH-01 TRR-0 
230 IM'UT *1,NP,NJ,CF,CL 
240 FDR N-1 TD NP 
2SO INPUT •t,LIN>,D•INl,CINl,MINl,HPIJINl,QINl,UPINl 
260 QINI-QIN)/CFtDIINl•DIINl/l21CK-O 
270 IF UP!Nl<6 THEN 290 
280 NU-NU+l I PNU INUl-N1CJ<•21 INPUT •t· ,Rt IN) ,R2 IN) 
290 IF LINl>O THEN 330 
300 IF CJ<•2 THEN 2810 
310 INPUT #l,R11Nl,R21Nl 
320 GOSUB 4200 
330 IF D•INl>O THEN 370 
340 IF CJ<•2 THEN 2810 
3SO INPUT 1l,Rl1Nl,R21Nl 
JbO GOSUB 4000 
370 IF CINl>O THEN 410 
3110 IF CK•2 THEN 2810 
390 INPUT *1,RllN>,R21Nl 
400 GOSUB 4100 
410 IF MIN>•>O THEN 4SO 
420 IF CK•2 THEN 2810 
4JO INPUT #l ,Rl INl ,R21Nl 
440 GOSUB 4300 
4SO IF UP1Nl•6 THEN 470 
460 IF CK•2 THEN SlO 
470 IF CL•2 THEN 490 
480 A-l.BS21B•4.S71KP#INl•14.73•LINll/lCIN)AA•D*IN)AB)1GOTO soo 
490 A•21B•S1KPIINl•CM•C(N)*I.INl/D•<N>AB 
soo l<l't#INl•CM•MINl/D#IN)A4 
SlO IF HPUINl•>O THEN SSO 
S20 IF CK•2 THEN 2810 
SJO INPUT 11,RllNl ,R21NI 
S40 NU•NU+l1PNUINU)•N 
SSO Z#INl•ABSIHPUINll•~SO/b2.42 
SbO IF QIN><>O THEN seo 
S70 QIN)•3.141S93•D•IN)A2 
seo NEXT N 
S90 INPUT 81,RGl,NKJ 
600 FOR J•l TO NKJ 
610 INPUT 81,JNKIJl 
620 I-JNKIJl 
630 INPUT 81,HGLKIII 
640 NEXT J 
6SO INPUT 81, NCE 
6b0-·NC-N.l+NCE1 NE-+Nl• 
670 FDR J•I TO NC 
660 INPUT 11,XQ,NPJIJl 
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690 OE<Jl=XO/CF 
700 B<Jl•-OE!Jl 
710 FOR 1•1 TO NPJ(Jl 
720 INPUT #1,PNCJ,Il 
72~ IF J•<NJ THEN 733 
730 PNFCJ-NJ>•ABSCPN<J,ll)1QK(J-NJ>•ABS<OE<Jll 
7~~ N•ABS<PN(J,l))1A(J,N>•PN(J,I)/N1s•cJ,N)•A(J,N) 
740 IF J>NJ THEN 770 
750 IF UPCN)<6 THEN 770 
7.60 HDJ•J: CSJ•A CJ ,NJ 
no NEXT I . 
. 780 INPUT 11,NLJ<Jl 
790 FOR N•I TO NLJ(J) 
800 INPUT #1,PNJ<J,Nl 
810 NEXT N,J 
820 FOR !•NC+! TO NE 
830 INPUT #1,E<ll,NPP(I) 
840 FOR J•I TO NPP(ll 
850-·INPUT #1,PNE·<l,Jl 
860 NEXT J,1 
865 IF NU•O THEN TRR•2 
870 TRR•TRR+I 
875 IF TRR(3 THEN 945 
880 NEE•NE 
885 FOR N•l TO NP 
890 FOR M•I TO NU 
895 IF ~NU(M)<>N THEN 930 
900 ON UP<N> GOTO 905,910,915,920,925,935 
905 D#<N>•<Rl(N)+R2(N))/241GOTO 935 
910 C(Nl•(Rl(N)+R2(Nll/21GDTO 935 
915 L<N>•<Rl(Nl+R2<Nll/21GOTO 935 
920 M<N>•<Rl<N>+R2(N)l/21GOTO 935 
925 HPU(Nl•(Rl(N)+R2(N)l/21Z#(Nl•HPU<N>•550/62,421GOTD 935 
930 NEXT M 
935 NEXT N 
940 GOTO 950 
945 NEE-NP 
950 TRG#•RG<t 
955 FOR TR•! TO 20 
960 FOR !•I TO NEE 
965 FOR J•I TD NEE 
970 S#(l,Jl•A(!,Jl 
971 IF TRR•>3 THEN 978 
972 IF !•<NJ OR I>NC THEN 978 
974 51(1,Jl-O 
978 NEXT J 
980 J# <I> •BI I> 
985 NEXT I 
990 AVER0-01AVER0•01AVERC•01AYERM-01AVERZ-01AVIOU.-O 
995 SM0•01SM0•01SMC•01SMM-o1SMZ-01SML-O 
1000 FOR.l•NC+I TO NE 
1010 FOR J•I TD·NPP(ll 
1020 N•ABS<PNEll,J))10l•ABS<OIN))1Dl•ABS(D#(N)l1Cl•ABS<C(N)) 
1030 Ml•ABS(M<Nll1Zl•ABS(Zl<N>l1Ll•ABS(L(Nl)1KPl•KPl<N>:KMl•KM#(N) 
1040 IF 01•0 THEN 1580 
10~0 FOR M•l TO NU 
1060 IF PNUIMl-N THEN 1090 
1070 NEXT M 
I 080 GOTO 1190 
1090 IF TRR<3 THEN 1120 
· 1100 ON UP<N> GOTO !300,1360,1530,1470,1190,1110 
1110 K•NP+l'i1Slll,Kl•PNE<1,Jl/N1GOTO 1190 
1120 IF TRR•l THEN R4•Rl(N) ELSE R4•R2<N) 
1130 ON UP<N> GOTO 1140,1150,1160,1170,1180,1190 
1140 KP1•KPPl(N)/(R4/12JABIKM1•KMPl(NJ/(R4/12)A41GOTO 1190 
1150 KPl•KPP#(N)/R4A41KMl•Kl'1P(l(N)1GOTO 1190 
1160 KPl•KPP(l(N)•R4tKMl•KMPl(Nl1GDTO 1190 
1170 KPl•KPP#(Nl1KM1•KMPl(N>•R41GDTO 1190 
1180 Zl•R4•~~0J62.42 
1190 Gl#•A•KPl•QlA(A-1)+2•KMl•Dl+Zl/QlA2 
1200 Hl#•KP1•QlAA+KMl•DlA2-Zl/Ql 
1205 IF TRR<3 THEN L•I-NCE ELSE L•I 
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1210 S#(L,N>•Gl#•PNE<I,JI/N 
1220 IF TRR<3 THEN 1260 
1230 IF UP(Nl<>5 THEN 1260 
1240 G2#•-!IC!1 
12~0 K•NP+M:SM(l,K)•G2#•~NE(I,J>IN 
1260 EB#•EB#+(Gl#•Ql+G2N•Z1-H!#l•PNE(I,Jl•O(N)/(Ql•N> 
1270 GOTO 1580 . 
1280 EB#•EB#+(Gl#•C!I-Hl#)•PNE(I,J)•Q(N)/(Ol•N> 
1290 GOTO 1~90 
1300 G2#•A•KPP•<N>•QtA(A-1)/D1AB+2*KMP#(N)•01/01A4+Zl/Q1A2 
1310 G3#--B*KPP#(N)•Q1AA/D1A(B+1)-4•KMP#(N)•01A2/D1A~ 
1320 H21•KPPt<N>•otAA101~e+KMP#<N>•01A2101A4-z1101 
1330 K•NP+M:S#CI,N>•G2#•PNE<I,J)/N1S#CI,K)•G3#•PNEC1,J)/N 
1340 EB#•EB#+CG2#•C!l+G31•DI-H21l•PNECI,J>•C!CN)/CQ1•Nl 
1:;::so GOTO 1:;ao 
1360 IF CL•2 THEN 1410 
1370 G2ll•A•KPP# (N) •QI A (A·-1 > /Cl AA+2•KHPI CN) •QI +Zl/Ql A2 
1380 G3#•-A•KPP#(N)•Q1AA/C!A(A+1) 
1390-H2#aKPP#(N)•Ql"'AICIAA+KHPtl(N)*Q1A2-ZI/Q1 
1400 GOTO 1440 
1410 G2#•A•KPP#(N>•Ct•Q1A(A-1)+2•KHP#IN)4Ql+Z1/Q1A2 
1420 G3#•KPP#(N)•Q1AA 
1430 H2tl•KPPtllN>•Cl•Q1AA+KHPtl(N)4Q1A2-ZI/Q1 
1440 K•NP+H1511CI,N)•G211•PNEII,JI/N1S#CI,K>•G3#*PNECI,Jl/N 
1450 EBll•EBtl+CG2tl•Q1+G3#*C1-H21>•PNECI,J>•QCN)/CQ1•Nl 
1460 GOTO 1580 
1470 G211•A•KPPlllN)•QlA(A-1)+2•KHPtllN>•H1•01+ZI/Q1A:;? 
1480 G311•KHP#CNl•Q1A:;? 
1490 H2#•KPPtl(N)*01AA+Kl'IPtl(N>•Hl•Q1A2-Z1/Q1 
1500 K•NP+H1 Sii I I. ,N> •G21•PNE ( I ,J) /N1 S# CI ,Kl •G3#4PNE CI ,J> /N 
1510 EBll•EB#+CG2tl•Q1+G3#•H1-H21>•PNECI,J>•OCNl/(Q1•Nl 
1520 GOTO 1580 
1530 G2#•A•KPP#(N>•Lt•Q1A(A-1)+2*KHPll(N)•Ql+Z1/Q1A2 
1540 G3#•KPPll(Nl•QIAA 
1~~0 H2tt-KPP#(N>•Ll•Q1AA+KMPO<N>•Q1A2-Zl/Ql 
1560 K•NP+H1S#CI,Nl•G21•PNECI,J)/N1S#CI,K>-0311•PNECI,JI/N 
1570 EB#•EB#+CG2ll•Ql+G311•LI-H2ll>•PNECI,J>•OCNl/(Q1•N> 
1580 NEXT J 
1585 IF TRR<3 THEN L•I-NCE ELSE L•I 
1590 J#CLl•EB#+ECI> 
1600 9CI>•J#CL>:EBtl•O 
1610 NEXT I 
1620 P2•NP-NJ+NU 
1630 GOSIJB 5000 
1640 FOR N•I TO NP .. 
lb50 AVERO•AVERQ+A8SCA8SCQCN))-ABSCI#CNl)l1SHQ•SHQ+ABSCI#CN)l1QCN>•r.CN) 
1660 NEXT N 
1670 RELRO•AVERQ/SM01AVCHQ•AVERQ•CF/NP 
1660 IF RELRQ>,001 THEN 1930 
1690 IF TRR<3 THEN 2160 
1700 FOR H•I TO NU 
1710 K•NP+H 
1720 FOR I•I TO NP 
1730 IF PNUCH>•I THEN 17l50 
1740 NEXT I 
17'SO ON UPCI> GOTO 1760,.1790, 1940, 1900, !620, 1950 
1760 AVERD•AVERD+ABS <ABS COii CI) >-ASS C II !K) l > 1 SHD•SHD+ABS CI# CKl > 10# CI I •!ti CK> 
1770 GOTO 1650 
1700 AVERC•AVERC+A8S(A8SCC(I))-ASS(Il(K)))1SHC•SHC+ABSCI#(K))1CCI>•I#CKl 
1790 GOTO 1650 
1800 AVERM•AVERH+ABS (ABS (H(I) )-ASS ( II CK) I) 1 SHH•SHH+ABS ( Ill CK)) 1 H CI) •II CKl 
1610 GOTO 1950 
1820 AVERZ•AVERZ+ASSCABSCZIICI>>-ABS<IICK>>>1SHZ•SHZ+A8SCI#CK>>1Z#(ll•I#CK) 
1930 GOTO 1650 . 
1640 AVERL•AVERL+ABS CABS CL C II) -ABS ( I.II CK>) I I SHL•SHL+ABS CI• CK)) 1L ( I> •Ill CK) 
1850 NEXT H 
1960 IF SHO•O THEN 1970 ELSE RELRD•AVERD/SHD 
1970 IF SHC-0 THEN 1880 ELSE RELRC•AVERC/SHC 
1980 IF SHH-0 THEN 1690 ELSE RELRH•AVER.H/SMH 
1890 IF SMZ-0 THEN 1900 ELSE RELRZ•AVERZ/SHZ 
1900 I~ SML-0 THEN 1910 ELSE RELRL•AVEAL/SML 
1910 AVCHD-AVERD/NP1AVCHC•AVERC/NP1AVCHH•AVERH/NP 
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19=0 AVCHZ•AVERZ/NP:AVCHL•AVERL/NP 
1930 IF TRR<3 AND RELR0>.001 THEN 2150 
1940 PRINT tt2,.rPRINT 82, TAB<S>1"TRIAL NO.";TAB<l!S);TR 
1950 IF TR>I THEN 1980 
1960 PRINT #2,rF·RINT tt2, TABCZ5>.;"RELATIVE";TA8(45)J~AVERAGE• 
1970 PRINT 12, TABC:261 J "CHANGE"aTA9C4S) J "CHANGE" 
1980 PRINT 412, TABIIO);"FLOWRATE";TABl23l;RELRCl;TABl4:ll;AVCHQ 
1990 IF RELRO>.OOI THEN 2150 
2oqo IF RELRD•O THEN 2030 
2010 PRINT #2, TAB<10); "0IAMETER";TABl23) ;RELRD;TAB(43l ;AVCHO 
2020 .IF RELR0>.001 THEN 2150 
2030 IF RELRC•O THEN 2060 
2040 PRINT #2, TAB<IO);"ROUGHNESS";TAB<23l;RELRC;TABC43l;AVCHC 
2050 IF RELRC>.001 THEN 2150 . 
2060 IF RELRM•O THEN 2090 
2070 PRINT #2, TAB (10); "MINOR LOSS";TAB<23l ;RELRM;TAB(43l ;AVCHi'I 
2080 IF RELRll>.OOI THEN 2150 
2090 IF RELRZ•O THEN 2120 
2100 PRINT-·412, TAB<IOl; "PUi'IP HEAD,;1TA8<23l ;RELRZ;TA8(43> 1AVCHZ 
2110 IF RELRZ>.OOI THEN 2150 
2120 IF RELRL•O THEN 2160 
2130 PRINT 12, TAB<l0>1"LENGTH"1TA8(23l;RELRL;TA8(43l;AVCHL 
2140 IF RELRL<.001 THEN 2160 
2150 NEXT TR 
2160 K•O 
2165 FOR N•I TO NP 
2170 Dl•ABSCD#(N)l1Cl•A88(C(Nll1i'll•ABS(M(Nll1Ll-A8SCL(Nll1Zl•AB8<Zl<Nll 
2175 IF TRR•>3 THEN 2290 
2180 FOR 11-1 TO NCE 
2185 IF PNFIMl<>N THEN 2195 
2190 IF Q(Nl(QK(MJ•.5 OR Cl<Nl>CIK<M>•l.5 THEN 2890 
2195 NEXT II 
2200 FOR M•I TO NU 
2205 IF PNU(i'll•N THEN 2220 
2210 NEXT M 
2215 GOTO 2290 
2:?20 IF TRR•I THEN R4•ABS<R1(Nll ELSE R4•A8S(R2(Nll 
2230 ON UPCNr GOTO 2240,22zo,=oo,2210,22ao,2290 
·2240 Dl•R4/12:GOTO 2290 
2250 Cl•R4:GOTO 2290 
2260 Ll•R4:GOTO 2290 
2270 M1•R4:GOTO 2290 
2280 Zl•R4•SS0/62.42 
2290 IF CL•2 THEN KPl•Ci'l*Cl•Ll/(DIA8J EL.SE KP1•(4.73*L1)/(C1AA•D1A8) 
2300 Ki'l1•Ci'l•Ml/(01A4J:Q1-ABS(Q(Nll 
2310 ET#(Nl•Cl(Nl•(KP1*C11A(A-1l+KM1•Clll-Z1/Q(N) 
2320 NEXT N 
2330 FOR 1•1 TO NJ 
2340 FOR J•I TO NLJ(Il 
2350 N•A8S<PNJ<I,Jll1TRGl•TRG#-ETl<Nl*PNJ<I,Jl/N 
2:l60 NEXT J . 
2370 HGL<ll•TRGI 
2380 FOR K•I TO NKJ 
2390 IF JNK(Kl<>I THEN 2410 
2400 IF HGL(ll(HGLK(ll*.5 OR HGL<ll)HGLK(ll•l.5 THEN 2890 
2410 NEXT K 
2420 NEXT !. 
24::lO IF TRR(3 THEN GOTO 870 
2440 PRINT 12,aPRINT #2,:PRINT 12, 
2450 PRINT 12, TAB(2l;"PIPE NUM8ER";TABCl5l;"FLOWRATE"JTA8(28l;"DIAMETER"I 
2460 PRINT 12, TAB(40l;"ROUGHNESS";TA8(52l;"MINOR LOSS"; 
2470 PRINT 12, TAB(65l1"LENGTH"1PRINT 12, 
2480 FOR N•l TO NP 
2490 Q(Nl•QCNJ•CF 
2500 DP•DICN>•12 
2510 PRINT #2, TA9(6l 1N;TAB(l5l ;Cl<Nl ;TAB(30l ;DP;TABC43l ;C<ttl I 
2520 PRINT 12,TABC54l;M<N>1TA&C65l;L<Nl 
25::lO Dl•ABS<DPl1CI-ABSCC(Nll1Ml•ABSCM(Nll1Ll•ABS(L<Nll 
2540 GOSUB 4500 
:?~SO NEXT-N 
25b0 PRINT 12,:PRINT 112,:PRINT #2,:PRINT #2, TA8(5l;"NODE NUMBER"! 
2570 PRINT #2, TAB(:l511"GRADE"1PRINT 112, 
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2:eo FOR N•l TO NJ 
::90 PRINT #2, TAB<l2);N;TABCJ2>;HGL<N> 
2o00 NEXT N 
2o10 IF HCH•O THEN 2700 
2620 PRINT #2, 
2o30 PRINT 112,"THE CHANGE IN HEAD THRU PIPE NUMBER"1TABl37l1LN1 
2o40 PRINT t12,TA8142l1"IS"1TA8(45>1 
26:0 PRINT tl2, USING "#.1'11#.#-##"JHCH; 
2bo0 PRINT t12,TAB(55l;"FEET" 
21>70 PRINT 112,"TOTAL HYDRAULIC GRADE IS •;TABC27>1 
2680 PRINT •2,·us.ING .............. sTHG; 
21,90 PRINT *2,TABl3ol;"FEET "I 
2700 IF PHO•O THEN 27:0 
2710 PRINT 112, 
2720 FRINT #2,"THE PUMP IN.PIPE NUMBER";TABl2:5l;LN1TAB<30l;"NEEDS"1TAB(3ol1 
2n;O PRINT #2, USING "l#tt#~ilt##";PHDJ 
2740 PRINT t12,TABl4ol1"USEFUL HORSEPOWER" 
27:0 IF TR•20 THEN 2a:o 
27o0 PR!NT···"*****DESIGN-SIMULATION COMPLETED••+++" 
2770 GOTO ::;040 
2780 PRINT "•••••SINGULAR MATRIX---REDUNDANT ECUATIONS•••••• 
2790 PRINT 112, "**"**SINGULAR MATRIX---REDUNDANT EOUATIONS*****" 
2800 GOTO 3040 
2810 PRINT1PR!NT 
2820 PRINT "*****THE SYSTEM IS INSOLVABLE WITH CURRENT CONDITIONS•••••• 
2830 PRINT• MORE THAN ONE UNICNOWN PARAMETER IN THE SAME PIPE-• 
2840 GOTO 3040 
2850 PRINT "•••••SIMULATION EXCEEDS 20 TRIALS-~ACCURACY NOT OBTAINED*****" 
281,0 PRINT t12,1PRINT "-----'CHECK INITIAL ASSUMPTIONS ANO REEVALUATE-• 
2870 PRINT 112,"**•••Sir!ULATION EXCEEDS 20 TRIALS---cHECK ACCURACY•••••• 
2880 GOTO 3040 
2890 PRINT "•••••Sil'IULATION WILL NOT SATISFY THE RANGES SPECIFIED•••••" 
2895 IF K-0 THEN 2920 . 
2900 PRINT "--DESIGN SPECIFICATION AT JUNCTION NODE "I TAB (431 J 11 
2905 PRINT TAB(47l1"EXCEEDED--" 
2910 PRINT "DESIGN SPECIFICATION• •;TABC24l;HGLK(ll;TABC40ll 
2915 PRINT "CALCULATED HGL • ";TAB(5Bl1HGL<ll1GOTO 2940 
2920 PRINT "--DESIGN SPECIFICATION AT PIPE SECTION "1TAB(42l;N1 
2925 PRINT TABC4ol;"EXCEEDED--" 
2930 PRINT "DESIGN SPECIFICATION• "1TABl24l;DK<M>1TA8(40>1 
29::;5 PRINT "CALCULATED FLOWRATE • "1TABl~>1D(Nl 
2940 IF TRR-1 THEN PRINT TAB<l:Sl1"--ADJUST LOWER RANGE--• 
2945 IF TRR•2 THEN PRINT TAB<l:5)1•~~-ADJUST UPPER RANGE-• 
2950 FOR N•I TO NP 
295:5 FOR M•I TO NU 
291,0 IF PNUIM><>N THEN 3010 
2970 PRINT "LIMITS FOR PIPE "1TAB(1711N;TABl2111"ARE "1TAB<:Z:l1Rl<N>1 
2980 PRINT TAB(31>;"TO •1TABl34lJR2(NIJTABl41>1"INPUT NEW LIMITS "1TAB<:SB>1 
2990 INPUT RI (NI ,R2 <NI . 
3000 PRINT1GOTO 3020 
3010 NEXT M 
3020 NEXT N 
3030 GOTO 87:5 
3040 CLOSE ti I 
3050 CLOSE 112 
30o0 END 
4000 NU•NU+1zCK•2:PNU<NU>•N 
4010 IF Otl(Nl<O THEN D#INl•ABS(Dll(Nll ELSE DtllNl•<RIINl+R2!Nl>/24 
4020 IF CL•2 THEN 4040 
4030 A•!.85218•4.871KPPtl(Nl•4.73•LCNl/CCNIAA1GOTO 40:50 
4040 A•218•:S1KPPIICNl•CM•C<Nl+L(NI 
4050 KMPtl<Nl•CM•M<NI 
40o0 RETURN 
4100 NU-NU+l1CK•2tPNUCNU>•N 
4110 IF C<N><O THEN C<Nl•ABS<C<Nll ELSE CCNl•(R1(Nl+R2(Nl)/2 
4120 IF CL•2 THEN 4140 
4130 A•!. 8521. 8•4. 87: KPFtl (Nl •4. 73•L (NI /011 IN> ':Bi GOTO 4150 
4140 A•218•51KPPll(Nl•CM•L<Nl/DIIN)AB 
4150 KMPtl(N)aCM+M(N)/Dll(N)A4 
41b0 RETURN 
4200 NUaNU+l1CK•21PNUINUl•N 
4210 IF L(N)<O THEN LINl•ABSILINI) ELSE L<N>•<R1(Nl+R21Nll/2 
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4220 IF CL•2 THEN 4240 
4230 A=1.8S2:B•4.87:KPP~<N>•4.73/CCCN) .... A•DICN)"B>1GOTO 42SO 
4240 A•:?z B=S: KF'P# (N) •CM.•G (-N) /0# CN) "8 
4:50 KNP#(N)•CM•MCN)/D#(N)"4 
4260 RETURN 
4300 NU•NU+ ! 1 CK•2: PNU CNU) •N: 111N) •ABS (11<N> > 
4310 IF CL•2 THEN 4330 
43:::0 A•t'. 8:i2: 8•4. 87 r KF'Ptt <N>-•·<4. 73•L (N)) I CC CN> .... A•D• (N) .... 9> 1 GOTO 4340 
4330 A•2:B•S:KPP#CN>~CM•CCN>•L<N)/01CN) .... B 
4340 K11Ptl<N>•Cl1/0#IN)~4 
43:10 RETURN 
4500 FOR M• 1 TC' .NU 
4510 IF PNUCl1)0N THEN 4780 
4S20 ON UP<N> GOTO 4530,4560,4:i90,46.20·,46!50,4680 
4Z~O R3:.f•• DIAMETER " . 
4540 IF Ol<RIINl CR Dl>R21Nl THEN 4740 
45:10 GOTO 4780 
4:i60 R3~•• ROUGHNESS • 
-4570- IF--Cl<Rl·<N> ·CR-Cl·>R2-{N) · THEN 4740 
4580 GOTO 4780 
4S90 R3$•• LENGTH • 
4600 IF Ll<Rl<N> CR Ll>R21N) THEN 4740 
4610 GOTO 4780 
4620 R3S•" 111NCR LOSS• 
4630 IF 111<R11Nl OR 111)R21N> THEN 4740 
4640 GOTO 4780 
4650 PHD•ZtlCN)•62.42/5501LN•N1R3S•• PUMP HEAD • 
4660 IF ABSIPHO><Rl(Nl OR ABSIPHOl>R21Nl THEN 4740 
4670 GOTO 4780 
4680 HCH•ll(NP+l1)1LN-N1R3$a"HYORAULIC GRADE• 
4690 THG•HGLIHOJl+HCH•CSJ 
4700 IF ABSITHGl<RICN> OR ABSITHGl>R21Nl THEN 4740 
4710 GOTO 4780 
4720-NEXT 11 
4730 GOTO 4780 
4740 PRINT 112, TAB (2); R3S1 TAB 118); "EXCEEDS THE SPECIFIED Lll11TS CF • I TAB (:ill I 
4750 PRINT 12,USING "tltltltl.tltlt1"1Rl<N>; 
4760 PRINT t12,TABl59>1" TO ";TABl63ll 
4770 PRINT #2,USING "tltlltl.tltltl";R21Nl 
· 4780. RETURN 
5000 N•NEE1IF N>I GOTO 5020 
5010 Itllll-Jtllll/Stlll,l>1GOTO 5300 
5020 11•~1 
:1030 FOR I•I TO 11 
5040 Ytl-ABSIStl(l,Il)1L•I1ll•I+I 
5050 FOR J•II TC N 
5060 IF ABSCSICJ,Ill<Ytl GOTO 5080 
5070 Ytl•ABSCStllJ,I>)sL-J 
5080 NEXT J . 
:1090 FDR J•l TON 
5100 Gtl•StllL,Jl1StllL,Jl•StllI,Jl1StllI,Jl•Gtl 
5110 NEXT J 
5120 Gtl•Jtl IL) I Jtl(L) •Jtl I I) I Jtl ( ll-GI 
5130 IF SICI,Il•O THEN 2780 
5140 FOR J•Il TC N 
5150 T9tl-Stl(J,Il/Stl1I,Il 
5160 FOR K•ll TC N 
5170 SICJ,Kl•Stl<J,Kl-T9tl•St11I,K> 
5180 NEXT K 
5t90 JtlCJ>•JtllJl-T9tl•JtlCI> 
:i.200 NEXT J,I 
5210 IF StlCN,Nl•O THEN 2780 
5220 l#CNl•JIIINl/SIIIN,N)1l•N-I 
:2l0 $#•0111•1+1 
5240 FOR J•II TC N 
5250 Sl•Sll+StllI,J>•IIIIJl 
5260 NEXT J 
5270 IF SIIII,I>•O THEN 2790 
5280 Ill!)•IJIIIIl-Slll/SIIII,I>sl•I-1 
5290 IF .I>O GOTO :12~0 
5300 REl'URN 
